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Q& QJ6:=l5m6Q=J
:`{xC Zc{c} ^ac \|caxa}C {c \| `]\  |] d {\
{c^]{c}xC `a]]{x ~a^ \| Ea^x?] d{x{\^{] \a ~{x Zc
E`ac] ]C]\d] \|\ a`^\ E{\| x{d{\ {^\ |[dc {cZaxZdc\
c ^{]y \a \| E`ac]? []^]& px\|a[}| \|{] ^] {c {^\
|[dc ac\^ax c \|a^\{xxC `^aZ{ \c}{x d{x{\^C c~{\] ~a^
\|a] [\{x{A{c} ][| W[\acada[] E`ac] ]C]\d]B 0p38/( \|
d{c{dx xZx] a~ |[dc {cZaxZdc\ c ^{]y |Z ^{]
ac\^aZ^]C aZ^  dC^{ a~ \|{x c x}x {]][]& 3|{x ]ad
|Z ^}[ \|\ \| x}x c \|{x `^axd] ][^^a[c{c} p38
c]]{\\  ad`x\ {c\^c\{acx c ac \|{^ `^a[\{ac c [](
a\|^] |Z ac\c \|\ \|C c  ~~\{ZxC ac\^axx c
^}[x\ \|^a[}| \| D{]\{c} ~^dEa^y a~ {c\^c\{acx xE&
. See L{|x 8|d{\\ b P~~^C 6|[^c|^( “Out of the Loop”: Autonomous
Weapon Systems and the Law of Armed Conflict(  Sp:4& Jp6?M 8Vm& P& ( 
0"/ 0`^{\{c} \|{] \^c ~^ad  ^Z{E a~ 5&8& Pa{c\ Ua^] maddc c
l`^\dc\ a~ l~c] ]\[{]( `xc]( c ^ad`] \|\ ^ c\{{`\{c} x^}^
da[c\] a~ p38 [] {c \| ~[\[^/&
. See, e.g.( L^y[] 3}c^( The Dehumanization of International
Humanitarian Law: Legal, Ethical, and Political Implications of Autonomous
Weapons Systems(  4pJl& P& 6:pJ8Jp6?M M& ( "" 0"/ 0E^{\{c} a[\ \|
\c]{ac \Ec {c^] xZx] a~ [\acadC c \| {~~{[x\{] {c ]]{}c{c}
^]`ac]{{x{\C ~a^ Z{ax\{ac] a~ {c\^c\{acx xE/&
. See, e.g.( :{y Jay( Stop the Rise of the ‘Killer Robots,’ Warn Human
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=c `^a`a] d\|a \a ^}[x\ p38 [] {] \|^a[}| \| ^\{ac
a~ c {c\^c\{acx ]\c^ a~  ^{}a^a[] c ad`^|c]{Z E`ac]
^Z{E `^a]] ] ac p^\{x  a~ p{\{acx <^a\aax Q 0p< Q/ \a
\| TcZ macZc\{ac]& Qc a^^ ~a^ ][| c p38 ^}[x\a^C ^}{d
\a  ~~\{Z( \| c\{acx E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] a~
\|caxa}{xxC Zc a[c\^{]( ][| ] \| 5c{\ 8\\] 05&8&/(
Ea[x |Z \a  ad`x{c\ E{\| p< Q?] `^aZ{]{ac]& 6|{] maddc\
\^d{c] \|\ \| E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] a~ \| 5&8&( ] ac
`[x{xC Z{xx {c~a^d\{ac( ~[c\{ac] ] c ~~\{Z ^}[x\a^C
d|c{]d aZ^ p38 c {] ac]{]\c\ E{\| p< Q?] ^_[{^dc\]&
n[] a~ {\] ad`x{c E{\| p< Q?] ^_[{^dc\]( \| 5&8& E`ac]
^Z{E `^a]] c ^}[x\ p38 ~~\{ZxC ]`{\ \| ~\ \|\ \|
5&8& {] ca\  ]{}c\a^C \a p< Q( c c |x` ^\ c ~~\{Z
{c\^c\{acx ]\c^ ] ac p^\{x &
U{^]\( \|{] maddc\ E{xx xC a[\ \| y}^a[c a~ p38 c p^\{x
 E`ac] ^Z{E] c E{xx {][]] \| {c\^c\{acx x}x {]][]
{d`x{\ {c ][| E`ac] ^Z{E]& 8ac( {\ E{xx {c\^a[ \|
`[x{xC Z{xx 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]& 6|{^( \|{] maddc\
E{xx cxCA \| `[x{xC Z{xx 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]
\a Zx[\ {\] ad`x{c E{\| p< Q?] x}x `^{c{`x]& M]\( \|{]
maddc\ E{xx {][]] ]Z^x ^addc\{ac] \|\ a[x |x`
c][^ \|\ \| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] {] ad`x{c\ E{\|
p< Q&

QQ& npmOT:=5Jl
6|{] <^\ E{xx ~{^]\ ]^{ \| ]{ |^\^{]\{] a~ p38 c
]ad a~ \| ^{\{{]d] xZx }{c]\ p38& Q\ \|c {c\^a[] p^\{x
 ^Z{E]( ^]]] p< Q?] ``x{{x{\C \a \| 5&8&( c {][]]]
\| p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E] cxC]{]& M]\( \|{] <^\ E{xx {c\^a[
Rights Advocates( 3p8S& <=86 0JaZ& ( "/( |\\`]$$EEE&E]|{c}\ac`a]\&ad$
cE]$Ea^xZ{E]$E`$"$$$]\a`'\|'^{]'a~'\|'y{xx^'^aa\]'E^c'|[dc'
^{}|\]'Za\]$s[\d\^dv&"~"" 0]^{{c} \| md`{}c \a 8\a`
O{xx^ :aa\]? xaC{c} ~a^  `^d`\{Z p38 c \ \| 5c{\ J\{ac]/&
& <^a\aax p{\{acx \a \| TcZ macZc\{ac] a~  p[}[]\   ( c
:x\{c} \a \| <^a\\{ac a~ 4{\{d] a~ Qc\^c\{acx p^d mac~x{\] 0<^a\aax Q/
^\& ( P[c (  (  5&J&6&8&  |^{c~\^ p^\{x  0dc\{c} \|\
]{}c\a^{] \a \| \^\C ^ ax{}\ \a ]\[C( Zxa`( _[{^( a`\( a^ ^Z{E
cE E`ac] a^{c} \a {c\^c\{acx xE/&
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\| 5&8& p38 `ax{C {^\{Z c E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]&

p& QJ6:=l5mQJT p38 pJl 6SV lVnp6V8 =4V: 6SVQ: MVTpMQ6
Qc l{^\{Z """&" ( \| 5&8& l`^\dc\ a~ l~c] 0lal/
~{c] p38 ]
p E`ac ]C]\d \|\( ac \{Z\( c ]x\ c c}} \^}\]
E{\|a[\ ~[^\|^ {c\^Zc\{ac C  |[dc a`^\a^& 6|{] {cx[] |[dc'
][`^Z{] [\acada[] E`ac] ]C]\d] \|\ ^ ]{}c \a xxaE |[dc
a`^\a^] \a aZ^^{ a`^\{ac a~ \| E`ac ]C]\d( [\ c ]x\ c
c}} \^}\] E{\|a[\ ~[^\|^ |[dc {c`[\ ~\^ \{Z\{ac&

p38 [] {] D`\ \a {c^] {c \| ~[\[^ ] Zc{c} xZx]
a~ [\ad\{ac ^_[{^ da^ |{}|xC [\ad\ a[c\^d][^]&
6aC( \| 5&8& a] ca\ [] cC\|{c} \|\ {] ac]{^  ~[xxC
[\acada[] a~~c]{Z E`ac( [\ ^\|^ []] [\ad\ ~c]{Z
E`ac] c E`ac] \|\ ^\{c ]ad d][^ a~ |[dc ac\^ax&
LcC cxC]\] `^{\( |aEZ^( \|\ Zcdc\] {c \|caxa}C E{xx
x \a \| a`\{ac a~ {c^]{c}xC [\acada[] ]C]\d]( ^{c}{c}
da^ \\c\{ac \a \| x}x c \|{x {]][] p38 `a]&
p38 |Z c \^}\] a~ ^{\{{]d C ]Z^x JT=]( d{](
& 5&8& lV<?6 =U lVU&( lV<p:6LVJ6 =U lVUVJ8V lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" (
p56=J=L QJ 3Vp<=J8 886VL8 0Txa]]^C/ 0<^\ QQXl~{c{\{ac]/ 0"/
|^{c~\^ l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" &
. See Py n^( Autonomous Weapons and Human Responsibilities(  TV=&
P& QJ6?M M& ( Y 0"/ 0`^aZ{{c} 5&8& d{x{\^C a~~{{x]? `[x{ ]\\dc\]
][``a^\{c} \| { \|\ p38 E{xx ad  ^{\{x ad`acc\ a~ ~[\[^ d{x{\^C
a`^\{ac]/&
. See 3}c^( supra ca\ ( \  0]^{{c} \| 5&8& d{x{\^C?] [] a~
^da\xC a`^\ ]C]\d] ][| ] 5p4] c a\|^ [\ad\ ]C]\d] \|\ ^xC ac
|[dc'{c`[\ ~a^ a^ ~\^ `xaCdc\/&
. See Pd] U^^c\ b m|^{]\a`|^ Ua^( Autonomous Weapons and Weapon
Reviews: The UK Second International Weapons Review Forum(  QJ6?M M& 865l&
 (  "Y  0"/ 0^Z{E{c} \| 8ac Qc\^c\{acx 3`ac :Z{E Ua^[d
8Q3:U( E|^ 8\\ ^`^]c\\{Z] {][]] \|{^ p38 E`ac ^Z{E
^]`ac]{{x{\{]( c ]]]]{c} ]ad a~ \| \] ~^ad \| d\{c}] a~ \| 5c{\
J\{ac] m^\{c macZc\{acx 3`ac] macZc\{ac mm3 E|{| {][]]
`^d`\{ZxC cc{c} p38/w see also Pa|c L^ya~~( Report Cites Dangers of
Autonomous Weapons( J&& 6QLV8 0U& ( "/( |\\`]$$EEE&cC\{d]&ad$
"$"$ $\|caxa}C$^`a^\'{\]'c}^]'a~'[\acada[]'E`ac]&|\dx
0D`^]]{c} ac^c] \|\ p38 E{xx  Z[xc^x \a ]{}c ~xE] c dc{`[x\{ac
C Z^]^{]/&
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c ]{c\{]\] E|a ^ ac^c \|\ p38 a[x  [cac\^axxx
c \|[] {xx}x [c^ {c\^c\{acx xE& 6|] ac^c] ^~x\
]y`\{{]d \|\ \| Zc ^\{~{{x {c\xx{}c 0pQ/ ]a~\E^(
E|{| p38 a[x `a\c\{xxC [] \a {c`cc\xC ]x\ c c}}
\^}\]( c  `x a~ `^~a^d{c} ac]{]\c\xC E{\| {c\^c\{acx
|[dc{\^{c xE 0QSM/&" =\|^] ^ da^ a`\{d{]\{ \|\ p38 c
 `\ {c\a \| QSM ~^dEa^y c x{Z \|\ p38 a[x
\[xxC ^[ axx\^x d} \a {Z{x{c]&

n& p< Q b p:6QmMV  3Vp<=J8 :V4QV38
6| ax{}\{ac \a ^Z{E cE E`ac] ]C]\d] ~a^ \|{^
{c\^c\{acx x}x{\C \] y \a \|  8\& <\^][^}
lx^\{ac( E|{| ^_[{^ {\] ac\^\{c} `^\{] \a ^Z{E E`ac]?
Zxa`dc\ W\a ac{x{\ \| c]]{\{] a~ E^ E{\| \| xE] a~
|[dc{\C&B 6aC( p< Q?] ]{}c\a^{] ^ ax{}\ \a ac[\
c\{acx E`ac] ^Z{E] {c a^c E{\| p^\{x  a~ p< Q&
p^\{x  ^_[{^] \|\ E|cZ^  cE E`ac( dc]( a^ d\|a a~
E^~^ {] ]\[{( Zxa`( _[{^( a^ a`\ C  ]\\( \| ]\\
d[]\ ^Z{E \| E`ac \a c][^ \|\ \| E`ac?] [] {] ca\
`^a|{{\ C p< Q a^ cC a\|^ ^[x a~ {c\^c\{acx xE ``x{x \a

. See P^^C O`xc( Robot Weapons: What’s the Harm?( J&& 6QLV8 0p[}& (
"/(
|\\`]$$EEE&cC\{d]&ad$"$"$$a`{c{ac$^aa\'E`ac]'E|\]'\|'
|^d&|\dx 0{][]]{c} \| xx ~^ad ]{c\{]\] ~a^  }xax c ac a~~c]{Z p38
\|\ c \\y \^}\] E{\|a[\  |[dc {]{ac/w see also S5LpJ :QTS68 3p6mS(
M=8QJT S5LpJQ6 6SV mp8V pTpQJ86 OQMMV: :=n=68 Y 0"/(
|\\`]$$EEE&|^E&a^}$]{\]$~[x\$~{x]$^`a^\]$^d]Ua^5`xa""&`~
|^{c~\^ M=8QJT S5LpJQ6 0xx{c} ~a^ c {c\^c\{acx c ac x\|x p38 c
^}[{c} p38 Ea[x `a] ]{}c{~{c\ \|^\] \a {Z{x{c]/&
". See 3}c^( supra ca\ ( \  0ca\{c} \| [c^\{c\C \|\ ad`[\^]
[]{c} pQ E{xx  x \a dy \| \^c]{\{ac ~^ad ac[\{c} _[c\{\\{Z
]]]]dc\] \a dy{c} _[x{\\{Z ]]]]dc\] {c ^`{xC |c}{c} ad\
cZ{^acdc\]/&
. See Occ\| pc^]ac \ x&( Adapting the Law of Armed Conflict to
Autonomous Weapons Systems( " QJ6?M M& 865l& (   0"/ 0^}[{c} \|\
p38 c ^[ {Z{x{c]? ^{]y] C dy{c} \^}\{c} da^ [^\ c C ^daZ{c}
|[dc da\{acx {c`[\] ~^ad ~{^{c} {]{ac]/&
. See 6|ad`]ac m|c}\( Are Autonomous Weapons Systems the Subject of
Article 36 of Additional Protocol I to the Geneva Conventions?(  5&m& lp4Q8 P&
QJ6?M M& b <=M? (  0"/&
. See p^\{x ( supra ca\ ( \ &
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\|\ ]\\& p^\{x  ^Z{E] ~a[] ac  E`ac?] Wca^dx a^
D`\ []B c ]\\] ^ ca\ ^_[{^ \a `^{\ xx `a]]{x
d{][]] a~ \| E`ac& p^\{x  a] ca\ ]`{~C |aE  ]\\ {] \a
{d`xdc\ \|] ^Z{E]( xZ{c} \| `^a[^x ~a^d\{ac a~ \|]
^Z{E] \a | c\{ac& Q\ {]  d\\^ a~ \ E|\|^ p^\{x  {]
[]\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE \|\ {c] cac']{}c\a^{]( x{y \| 5&8&(
E{\| ]ad ^}[{c} \|\ p^\{x  {] {c{c} ac xx ]\\] ]  W~{\|~[x
c ^]`ac]{xB ``x{\{ac a~ {c\^c\{acx x}x ax{}\{ac]&
1. Article 36’s Applicability to the U.S.
6| 5&8& dC  ax{}\ \a ad`xC E{\| p< Q?] ^_[{^dc\]
[c^ []\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE& p< Q?] `[^`a] E] \a a{~C
{c\^c\{acx xE `^a\\{c} Z{\{d] a~ {c\^c\{acx ^d ac~x{\]
c \a ~[^\|^ Zxa` ][| xE& LcC p< Q `^aZ{]{ac] ^ E{xC
^a}c{A ] a{~{\{ac] a~ D{]\{c} []\ad^C xE( c \| 5&8&
|] ca\ \|\ dcC p< Q `^{c{`x] ][| ] \| `^a|{{\{ac] }{c]\
E`ac] []{c} ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C c {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] ^
{c{c} []\ad^C xE Zc ac cac']{}c\a^{]&" p< Q?] `^aZ{]{ac]
^ {c^]{c}xC ^a}c{A ] []\ad^C `^{c{`x]( ] Z{c
~^ad \| }^aE{c} c[d^] a~ p< Q ^\{~{\{ac]& n[] a~ \|{]
. See id.
& 4{cc\ na[xc{c( Implementing Article 36 Weapon Reviews in Light of
Increasing Autonomy in Weapon Systems  08Q<:Q Qc]{}|\] ac < b 8&( Ja&
"$( "/( |\\`]$$EEE&]{`^{&a^}$]{\]$~[x\$~{x]$~{x]${c]{}|\$8Q<:QQc]{}|\
"&`~ 0ca\{c} \|\ xx E`ac] c  d{][] {c EC] \|\ Ea[x  `^a|{{\/&
. See A Guide to the Legal Review of New Weapons, Means and Methods of
Warfare: Measures to Implement Article 36 of Additional Protocol I of 1977( 
QJ6?M :& :Vl m:=88 ( Y 0""/( |\\`]$$EEE&{^&a^}$c}$]]\]$~{x]$
a\|^${^^{^}cZ&`~ |^{c~\^ IRRC Guide&
. See M=8QJT S5LpJQ6( supra ca\ ( \ Y 0ca\{c} \| Qc\^c\{acx
madd{\\ a~ \| : m^a]]?] ]\\dc\ ~^ad   ^{]{c} x^d] a[\ \| ^{]y] a~
`^\xC [\acada[] E`ac]/&
. See id. \  0D`^]]{c} \| Z{E`a{c\ a~ ]ad {c\^c\{acx x}x D`^\]
\|\ p^\{x  |] ad []\ad^C xE \|\ {] {c{c} ac xx ]\\]/&
 . See U[]\a <a^( To What Extent is Protocol I Customary International
Law?(  QJ6?M M& 865l& (  0""/&
". See, e.g.( 5&8& lV<?6 =U lVU&( =UUQmV =U 6SV TVJ& m=5J8VM( Mp3 =U 3p:
LpJ5pM N && 0"/ |^{c~\^ 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM 0|{}|x{}|\{c} \|
`^a|{{\{ac?] ``x{{x{\C \a xx \C`] a~ E`ac] c ca\ z[]\ [\ad\ E`ac
]C]\d]/&
. See <a^( supra ca\  ( \ "Yw see also 3}c^( supra ca\ ( \ 
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^a `\c a~ dcC p< Q `^{c{`x] ] []\ad^C xE( Zc C
\| 5&8&( ^\{c p< Q `^aZ{]{ac] c  {c{c} ac \| 5&8 Zc
\|a[}| {\ {] ca\ c p< Q ]{}c\a^C&
8{c \| 5&8& |] ca\ a~~{{xxC D`^]]  x}x Z{E ^}^{c}
\| []\ad^C xE ]\\[] a~ xx a~ p^\{x ?] `^aZ{]{ac]( {\ {]
\ E|\|^ \| 5&8& |] `\ xx a~ p^\{x ?] ^_[{^dc\]
] []\ad^C xE& 6|a] ^}[{c} \|\ \| 5&8& |] `\ p^\{x
?] `^aZ{]{ac] ] []\ad^C xE a~\c `a{c\ \a \| a[c\^C?]
D\c]{Z `^\{ a~ [c^\y{c} ^Z{E] {c E|{| p< Q?] `^aZ{]{ac]
^ d^xC W\| ]\^\{c} `a{c\ {c \| `^a]]&B VD`^]]{c}  ac\^^C
Z{E( a\|^] ^d^y \|\ {\ {] [cx^ \|\ p^\{x  ^~x\] []\ad^C
xE [] x\|a[}| p^\{x ?] `^aZ{]{ac] \|d]xZ] ^ ca\
ac\^aZ^]{x( ]ad ]\\] x{y \| 5&8& {]`[\ \| ax{}\{ac \a
ad`xC E{\| \|d&
l]`{\ p^\{x ?] d{}[a[] []\ad^C xE ]\\[]( \|^ {]
d`x Z{c a~ 5&8& ad`x{c E{\| \| ]`{~{ `^aZ{]{ac] a~
p^\{x  \|\ ^ {d`x{\ {c p38 ^Z{E]& 3|c \^\{] \a E|{|
\| 5&8& {]  `^\C c ]`{~{ E`ac]( \| 5&8& }c^xxC ~axxaE]
\|a] `^a|{{\{ac]& p{\{acxxC \| 5&8& |^] \a \| []\ad^C
0ca\{c} \|\  ]\\] |Z ad `^\{] \a \| p< Q( ac]\{\[\{c} \| Z]\ dza^{\C
a~ c\{ac]/&
. See <a^( supra ca\  ( \  0`a]\[x\{c} \|\ ]\\] dy \| xE {c{c}
C ``xC{c} {\/&
. See pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \   c& 0ca\{c} \|\ p^\{x  {]
E{xC ^}^ ] []\ad^C xE E{\| ^]`\ \a Wx}x ^Z{E] a~ cE dc] a~
E^~^ ~a^ \|{^ [] {] }c^xxC ac]{^B/& 6| Z{E] a~ ]ad a~ \|{] ^\{x?]
[\|a^] ^ |{}|xC `^][]{Z [ \a \|{^ `^a~]]{acx D`^{c] ] 5&8& c\{acx
][^{\C a~~{{x]& Id.
& Occ\| pc^]ac b L\\|E 3Ddc( Law and Ethics for Autonomous
Weapons Systems: Why a Ban Won’t Work and How the Laws of War Can( S==4V:
QJ86& " 0p`^&
( "/( |\\`]$$EEE&|aaZ^&a^}$^]^|$xE'c'\|{]'
[\acada[]'E`ac']C]\d]'E|C'c'Eac\'Ea^y'c'|aE'xE]'E^'c 0ca\{c}
\|\ \| 5&8& l~c] l`^\dc\?] ^z\{ac a~ `^a`a] cE E`ac] {] {c x{c
E{\| <^a\aax Q?] `^aZ{]{ac]/&
. Id.
. See l^^c 8\E^\( New Technology and the Law of Armed Conflict( 
QJ6?M M& 865l& (  0"/&
. See, e.g.( 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM N  &&( supra ca\ " 0x{]\{c}
Dd`x] a~ ][| xE a~ E`ac] \^\{] \a E|{| \| 5&8& {]  `^\C {cx[{c} 6|
S}[ Q4 macZc\{ac( \|   TcZ macZc\{ac]( \| macZc\{ac ac m^\{c
macZc\{acx 3`ac]( c Z^{a[] ^d] ac\^ax }^dc\] ][| ] \| n{axa}{x
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^[x] a~ \| ME a~ p^d mac~x{\ 0M=pm/ C ycaEx}{c} {c {\]
d{x{\^C dc[x] \|\ []{c} ][| ~a^{c E`ac] ac]\{\[\] E^
^{d]& 5&8& d{x{\^C dc[x] x]a `^a|{{\ E`ac] \|\ []
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C(  `^a|{{\{ac \| 5&8&
d{x{\^C |] D`x{{\xC ]\\ {] {c{c}& 4^{a[] 5&8& d{x{\^C
dc[x] |Z ]{d{x^xC ycaEx} \| x}x ]\\[] a~ p< Q?]
`^a|{{\{ac] }{c]\ {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac]" c E`ac] \|\ []
[cc]]^C( xac}'\^d cZ{^acdc\x d}&
px\|a[}| \| 5&8& |] ca\ ^\{~{ p< Q( {\] \{ac] ^axC ad`xC
E{\| dcC a~ p< Q?] `^aZ{]{ac]& Ua^ {c]\c( \| 5&8& |] xac}
d{c\{c |{}|xC'Zxa` c ~a^dx{A `^a]]] ~a^ ^Z{E{c}
cE E`ac]? x}x{\C {c  dcc^ ac]{]\c\ E{\| p^\{x ?]
^_[{^dc\]& 6|[]( ~a^ \|{] maddc\?] `[^`a]] {\ {] []~[x \a ^~^
\a p^\{x ?] x}x `^{c{`x] E|c Zx[\{c} \| 5&8& p38
E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]&

3`ac] macZc\{ac/&
. See, e.g.( 5&8& Jp4$5&8& Lp:QJV m=:<8$5&8& m=p86 T5p:l( 6SV
m=LLpJlV:?8 SpJln==O =J 6SV Mp3 =U Jp4pM =<V:p6Q=J8( J3< '
L$Lm3< '&$m=Ll6<5n <""&p NN &&( && 0""/(
|\\`$$EEE&z}&cZC&d{x$a[dc\]$J3<'Lmaddc^]Scaay&`~
|^{c~\^ 5&8& Jp4pM m=LLpJlV:?8 SpJln==O& 6| JZx maddc^?]
Scaay( x\|a[}| ca\  ad`{x\{ac a~ []\ad^C xE( `^aZ{] ]\^ac} {c{\{ac]
a~  ca^d?] []\ad^C ]\\[]& See 8|d{\\ b 6|[^c|^( supra ca\ ( \  c& &
 . See, e.g.( 5&8& Jp4pM m=LLpJlV:?8 SpJln==O N &&( supra ca\ 
0W6| xE a~ ^d ac~x{\ `^a|{{\] \| [] a~ ^d] & & & x[x\ \a []
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} \a ad\c\]&B/&
". See, e.g.( id. N &&
. See id. N & 0Wl]\^[\{ac a~ \| c\[^x cZ{^acdc\ ca\ c]]{\\ C
d{]]{ac ad`x{]|dc\ c ^^{ a[\ Ec\acxC {] `^a|{{\&B/& But see <a^(
supra ca\  ( \ Y 0^}[{c} \|\ \| ax{}\{ac \a `^a\\ \| c\[^x
cZ{^acdc\ | ca x^ `^c\ {c []\ad^C xE E|c p< Q E] ^~\/&
. See Ta^} S& px^{|( Prospects for the United States Ratification of
Additional Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva Conventions(  pL& P& QJ6?M M& ( Y(
" 0 / 0D`x{c{c} \|\ \| :}c pd{c{]\^\{ac?] ^\{acx ~a^ ca\ ][d{\\{c}
\| <^a\aax \a \| 8c\ ~a^ {\] ^\{~{\{ac E] ^aa\ {c \| x{~ \|\ ]Z^x a~
p< Q?] `^aZ{]{ac] E^ ~xE {c \|{^ ac]\^[\{ac c a[x c~{\ \^^a^{]\
a^}c{A\{ac]/&
. See pc^]ac b 3Ddc( supra ca\ ( \ "&

"
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2. Article 36 Weapons Reviews Elements
8\\] ac[\{c} p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E] d[]\ ac]{^ \| p<
Q?] }c^x `^{c{`x] a~ QSM& p^\{x  ^Z{E] ^ \C`{xxC
ac[\ [c^  \|^']\` cxC]{]& U{^]\(  ]\\ d[]\ \^d{c
E|\|^  E`ac?] [] {] `^a|{{\ a^ ^]\^{\ C  ]`{~{ \^\C
\a E|{| \| ]\\ {]  `^\C a^ C []\ad^C xE& 8ac( \|
^Z{E{c} ]\\ d[]\ Dd{c \| E`ac?] ad`\{{x{\C E{\| p< Q?]
}c^x ^[x] c E{\| []\ad^C xE& 6|{^( {~ \|^ ^ ca ^xZc\
\^\{] a^ []\ad^C ^[x](  ]\\ d[]\ ac]{^ \| E`ac {c x{}|\
a~ \| WL^\c] mx[](B E|{| [c^ {\] ^a]\ {c\^`^\\{ac
^_[{^] \a^] {c c ^d ac~x{\ \a [] E`ac] ac]{]\c\xC E{\|
\| W`^{c{`x] a~ |[dc{\CB a^ W\| {\\] a~ `[x{ ac]{c&B
p``xC{c} \| p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E ~^dEa^y \a p38( 
^Z{E d[]\ ~{^]\ ac]{^ E|\|^ \|^ {]  ^[x \|\ c] a^ ^]\^{\]
p38 [] {c  ]`{~{ E`ac] \^\C \a E|{| \| ]\\ {]  `^\C a^
{c {c\^c\{acx []\ad^C xE& 3`ac] xE }c^xxC `^a|{{\]
]ad ]`{~{ E`ac]( ^]\^{\] E|c a\|^ E`ac] dC  [](
`^aZ{] ~a^ `^]^{`\{Z \{ac ~a^ ]ad E`ac]( c `^aZ{] ]ad
\|c{x ^_[{^dc\] ~a^ a\|^ E`ac]&" n[] ][| ^[x] a ca\
D{]\ ~a^ p38( c p^\{x  p38 E`ac] ^Z{E cxC]{] daZ]
~a^E^ \a ]\` \Ea \a ac]{^ \| p38? {c\c []&
5c^ ]\` \Ea( \|^ ^ \|^ p< Q `^{c{`x] \|\ ^ }c^xxC
Z{E ] ^_[{^dc\] {c p38 E`ac] ^Z{E] / E|\|^ \|
. See na[xc{c( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See id.w see also IRRC Guide( supra ca\ ( \ Y &
. See IRRC Guide( supra ca\ ( \ ( Y 0`^aZ{{c} Dd`x] a~
E`ac] \|\ ^ ]`{~{xxC `^a|{{\ a^ ^]\^{\ C \^\C( {cx[{c} `a{]aca[]
E`ac]( {axa}{x E`ac]( c |d{x E`ac]/&
. See na[xc{c( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See id. \ Yw see also 6Cx^ VZc]( Ja\( At War with the Robots:
Autonomous Weapons Systems and the Martens Clause(  S=U86:p M& :V4&  (
Y 0"/ 0ac\^]\{c} \| ^a]\ {c\^`^\\{ac a~ \| L^\c] mx[] E{\|
{\] c^^aE]\ ^{c}( E|{| ]\c] ~a^ \| `^a`a]{\{ac \|\ `^Z{a[]xC D{]\{c}
[]\ad^C xE ca^d] ^ ca\ `^a]^{ C `a]{\{Z \^\C `^aZ{]{ac]/&
 . See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ "&
". See n{xx naa\|C( How Will Weapons Reviews Address the Challenges Posed
by New Technologies?(  LQM& M& b M& 3p: :V4& (  0"/&
. See L{|x L{^( Lethal Autonomous Weapons Systems (Laws):
Conducting a Comprehensive Weapons Review( " 6VL<& QJ6?M b m=L<& M&P&  (
 0"/&
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p38? {c\c [] {c|^c\xC []] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^
][`^~x[a[] {cz[^Cw / E|\|^ \| p38 {] {c|^c\xC {c{]^{d{c\w
c / E|\|^ \| p38 d{}|\  D`\ \a [] E{]`^( xac}'
\^d( c ]Z^ d} \a \| c\[^x cZ{^acdc\& 8ad |Z
{c]{]\ \|\ {\{acx ac]{^\{ac] ][| ] `^a`a^\{acx{\C(
`^[\{ac] {c \\y( c \| L^\c] mx[] ^ ^_[{^ xdc\]&
SaEZ^( [] a~ \| }c^x ac]c][] ][^^a[c{c} \| ^[x] {c
]\`] ac c \Ea( \|C E{xx  \| acxC ^[x] \|{] maddc\ []] \a
Zx[\ \| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]& 5cx{y \| ]\`]
ac c \Ea ^[x]( E|{| ^ ``x{x {c xx E`ac] ^Z{E]( \|
L^\c] mx[] ac]{^\{ac] ~^ad ]\` \|^ ^ acxC dc\ \a ``xC
{c W]] ca\ aZ^ C p< Q a^ C a\|^ {c\^c\{acx
}^dc\]&B n[] \| L^\c] mx[] ``x{] acxC {c \^\C
xE?] ]c( c E`ac]? x}x{\C {] x^C }aZ^c C dcC
]a[^] a~ \^\C xE( {\ ``^] \a  c {^^xZc\ ac]{^\{ac {c
p38 E`ac] ^Z{E] c E{xx ca\  ac]{^ {c \|{] maddc\?]
cxC]{]&
6| ~axxaE{c} \|^ p< Q ^[x] x{]\ {c ]\` \Ea ^ ac]{^
]\x{]| `^{c{`x] a~ []\ad^C xE& U{^]\(  E`ac []]
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C {~ {\] ca^dx [] `^a[]
{cz[^{] \|\ ^ {]`^a`a^\{ac\ \a \| d{x{\^C Zc\}] }{c&
6|{] ^[x }c^xxC `^a|{{\] E`ac] \|\ ^ ]{}c \a x{^\xC
{c^] \| {cz[^{] a^ ][~~^{c} a~ \^}\ {c{Z{[x] Cac \|
xZx a~ d{x{\^C c]]{\C c \| {c\c\{acx Ea[c{c} a^ y{xx{c} a~
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ "Y" 0]^{{c}  ac]c][] \|\
\|^ p< Q ^[x]( ] Exx ] \| ^[x ~^ad ]\` ac( ^ c]]^C {c p^\{x  ^Z{E]
[\ ycaEx}{c} \|\ ]ad addc\\a^] |Z ][}}]\ a\|^]/w see also L{^(
supra ca\ ( \  0]^{{c} c {\{acx ~{~\| ac]{^\{ac a~ E|\|^ \|^
^ cC x{yxC ~[\[^ Zxa`dc\] {c M=pm \|\ a[x ~~\ \| E`ac {c}
^Z{E/&
. See IRRC Guide( supra ca\ ( \ &
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ "& 5cx{y \| ]\`] ac c \Ea ^[x](
\|^ E] {]}^dc\ a[\ ]\` \|^?] c]]{\C c {\ ``^] \a 
ac\^aZ^]{x& Id. \ "Y"&
. See 8|d{\\ b 6|[^c|^( supra ca\ ( \  c&&
. See id. \ &
. See Pc'L^{ Scy^\]( Study on Customary International
Humanitarian Law( pL& 8=m? QJ6?M M& <:=m& ( Y 0""/&
. See naa\|C( supra ca\ "( \ &
 . See 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM N &&( supra ca\ "&

"
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{c`{\\ a^ ][^^c^{c} ad\c\]&" 8ac( \| `^a|{{\{ac
}{c]\ {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] c] E`ac] \|\ {cZ{\xC |Z
{c{]^{d{c\xC( dc{c} \|\ \|C cca\  {^\ \ ]`{~{
d{x{\^C az\{Z] a^ \|{^ ~~\] cca\  ac\^axx& 6|{^( \|
^[x `^a|{{\{c} cZ{^acdc\x d} c] E`ac] \|\ ^
{c\c \a [] xac}'\^d cZ{^acdc\x d} c `^z[{ \|
|x\| a~ \| \^}\?] `a`[x\{ac&
6| \|{^ c ~{cx ]\` {c c p^\{x  ^Z{E {] \a ^Z{E \|
E`ac?] ad`\{{x{\C E{\| \| L^\c] mx[]( x\|a[}| \|{] ]\` {]
da^ ac\^aZ^]{x& p\ \| 5O 8ac Qc\^c\{acx 3`ac :Z{E
Ua^[d( ]ad `^\{{`c\] ^}[ \|\ L^\c] mx[] ^Z{E {]
[cE^^c\ [] \| W}c^x ^Z[x]{ac a~ ^\{c ac[\ [^{c}
 ac~x{\ a] ca\ ^\  ]`^\ x}x ^{\^{ac ~a^ \| ^}[x\{ac
a~  E`ac&B n[] a~ \| xy a~ ac]c][] ^}^{c} E|\|^
\| L^\c] mx[] {] ^_[{^( {\ {] [cx{yxC \a ad `^\ a~ c
{c\^c\{acx ^Z{E ]\c^& pa^{c}xC( \| L^\c] mx[] E{xx
ca\  ac]{^ {c \| ~axxaE{c} cxC]{]&

m& 6SV 5&8& 3Vp<=J8 :V4QV3 <:=mV88 pJl p38 <=MQm
1. The U.S. AWS Policy
5c^ \| 5&8& ME a~ 3^ Lc[x( | 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c| d[]\
^Z{E cE E`ac]( dc]( c d\|a] a~ E^~^ \a c][^ \|{^
ac]{]\cC E{\| QSM?] ^_[{^dc\]& 8{c  ( \| 5&8& lal |]
". See m|c}\( supra ca\ ( \  Y " 0x^{~C{c} \|\ y{xx{c} \| Ea[c(
a^ ac\{c[a[]xC Ea[c{c} \|d( []] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}/&
. See naa\|C( supra ca\ "( \  0]^{{c} {c{]^{d{c\ \\y] ] E|c
E`ac] ^ [] \|\ cca\  {^\ \ ]`{~{ az\{Z] a^ E|c {\ {] 
E`ac?] c\[^ \a \^}\ d{x{\^C c {Z{x{c az\] E{\|a[\ {]\{c\{ac/&
. See id. \ Y 0ycaEx}{c} \|\ E|{x \| `^a|{{\{ac?] ^{\^{ |Z
ca\ c x^xC ~{c( \| \^d] WE{]`^( xac}'\^d c ]Z^B ^ x^xC
[d[x\{Z/w id. \  c& 0D`x{c{c} \| `^a|{{\{ac?] ~a[] ac xac}'\^d ~~\](
[][xxC aZ^  [^\{ac a~ ]/&
. See IRRC Guide( supra ca\ ( \  0^}[{c} \|\ \| L^\c] mx[]
~~\{ZxC ^]]] ZaxZ{c} d{x{\^C \|caxa}{] c ]|a[x  ac]{^ {c
p^\{x  ^Z{E]/& But see 8|d{\\ b 6|[^c|^( supra ca\ ( \ Y 0`a{c\{c}
a[\ \|\ \| L^\c] mx[] {] ca\ ^_[{^ {c p^\{x  p38 ^Z{E] [] {\
acxC ``x{] E|c \|^ {] ca ^xZc\ \^\C xE/&
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ "&
. See 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM N &( supra ca\ " 0^_[{^{c} E`ac] \a
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{]][  ]^{] a~ {^\{Z] {d`xdc\{c} \|{] E`ac] ^Z{E
`ax{C& 6| 5&8& ME a~ 3^ Lc[x ca\] \|\ M=pm a] ca\
`^a|{{\ [\acadC {c E`ac] ]C]\d] c x{]\] lal l{^\{Z
"""&" ] \| a[c\^C?] }aZ^c{c} p38 `ax{C& lal l{^\{Z
"""&" {^\] | 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c| \a ^Z{E p38 ad`x{c
E{\| QSM [^{c} \|{^ Zxa`dc\ a^ _[{]{\{ac& n]{] x{]\{c} \|
x}x ^_[{^dc\] ~a^ p38 ^Z{E]( lal l{^\{Z """&" x]a
]^{] \| 5&8& d{x{\^C?] p38 `ax{{]& lal l{^\{Z """&"
``x{] \a \| W]{}c( Zxa`dc\( _[{]{\{ac( \]\{c}( ~{x{c}( c
d`xaCdc\B a~ p38&"
lal l{^\{Z """&" D`x{c] \|\ {\ {] 5&8& `ax{C \|\ Wp38
c ]d{'p38 ]|xx  ]{}c \a xxaE addc^] c a`^\a^]
\a D^{] ``^a`^{\ xZx] a~ |[dc z[}dc\ aZ^ \| [] a~
~a^&B 8d{'p38 ^ ~{c ] E`ac] \|\ [] [\acadC \a
c}} \^}\]( [\ E|{| ^\{c |[dc ac\^ax aZ^ \^}\{c}
{]{ac]& 8`{~{ ^Z{E `^a[^] ^ ^_[{^( {cx[{c}
|^E^ c ]a~\E^ Z^{~{\{ac c Zx{\{ac 04b4/w ^x{]\{
]C]\d Zxa`dc\x c a`^\{acx \]\{c} c Zx[\{ac 06bV/w
c \^{c{c}( a\^{c c \\{]( \|c{_[] c `^a[^] 066<]/&
:Z{E] ^ ac[\ ~a^ a\| ~a^dx p38 Zxa`dc\ c
~{x{c}& 8d{'p38 ^ [\|a^{A \a ``xC x\|x c cac'x\|x
~a^ c d[]\  ]{}c ]a \|\ \| E`ac a] ca\ c}} \^}\]
d\ 5&8& ^_[{^dc\] c \a x]a  ac]{]\c\ E{\| \| xE a~ E^/&
. See id. N & c& 0x{]\{c} lal l{^\{Z """&" ] \| [^^c\ lal {^\{Z
dc\{c} E`ac] ^Z{E]/w 5&8& lV<?6 =U lVU&( lV<p:6LVJ6 =U lVUVJ8V
lQ:Vm6Q4V """&"( 6SV lVUVJ8V pm;5Q8Q6Q=J 886VL V&& 0""/ 0^_[{^{c}
lal a~~{{x] \a ^Z{E \| ac]{]\cC a~ cE E`ac] E{\| ``x{x ad]\{
xE( E`ac] \^\{] \a E|{| \| 5&8& {]  `^\C( c {c\^c\{acx }^dc\]/&
. See 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM NN && ( && &( supra ca\ "&
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/( supra ca\  0]\x{]|{c} \|
``x{{x{\C a~ \| {^\{Z/&
 . See id. 0/0/ 0]\x{]|{c} }[{x{c] dc\ \a Wd{c{d{A \| `^a{x{\C c
ac]_[c] a~ ~{x[^]B {c p38 \|\ a[x x \a W[c{c\c c}}dc\]B/&
". See id. 0/0/0/( 0/0/ 0Dx[{c} C^]` ]C]\d]( [c^d c
[cdcc `x\~a^d]( [c}[{ d[c{\{ac]( x]^ a^ E{^'}[{ d[c{\{ac]( d{c](
c [cD`xa a^cc/&
. See id. 0/0/&
. See id.
. See id. 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/0Y/( 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/0Y/&
. See id.

"
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\|\ E^ ca\ [\|a^{A C  |[dc a`^\a^& p38 ^ x{d{\ \a
{c\^`\{ac] a~ \{d'^{\{x a^ ]\[^\{ac \\y] {c ]{\[\{ac] a~ xax
~c]( a^ \a ``xC ]ad ~a^d] a~ cac'x\|x x\^ac{ \\y]&
p38 \\y] d[]\  |[dc'][`^Z{] c p38 ^ ca\ `^d{\\
\a ]x\ |[dc] ] \^}\] {c ][| \\y]& pxx p38 a^ ]d{'p38
[]] ~xx{c} a[\]{ a~ \|] ]`{~{xxC ]^{ []] d[]\ 
[\|a^{A C \| 5&8& d{x{\^C addc c ^ ][z\ \a \| ^Z{E
}[{x{c] a~ lal l{^\{Z """&" &
lal l{^\{Z """&" x{]\] \| D`x{{\ }ax] a~ \| 5&8& p38
`ax{C& 4^{a[] \]\{c} d\|a] ^ [] \a c][^ \|\ p38 ~[c\{ac
] D`\ {c a`^\{acx cZ{^acdc\]( ][| ] C {c\^a[{c} \|
E`ac] {c\a ^x{]\{ a`^\{acx cZ{^acdc\] \a ~ `\{Z
Z^]^{] x{y \|a] D`\ ac \| \\x~{x& 6| 5&8& ]y] \a
c][^ \|\ {\] p38 {\|^ ~[c\{ac {c \| \{d~^d {c\c C \|
a`^\a^ a^ \|\ \|C |y y E{\| |[dc ][`^Z{]a^] ~a^
ac\{c[{c} a`^\{ac]&" L][^] ^ \yc \a c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\
~xx [c^ \| ac\^ax a~ [c[\|a^{A `^\{]( c \|\ p38 c 
][`^Z{] c ac\^axx []{c} \| |[dc'd|{c {c\^~& lal
l{^\{Z """&" x]a ^_[{^] \|a] a`^\{c} c addc{c}
p38 \a a ]a E{\| W``^a`^{\ ^ c {c a^c E{\| \| xE
a~ E^( ``x{x \^\{]( E`ac ]C]\d ]~\C ^[x]( c ``x{x
^[x] a~ c}}dc\&B

. See id. 0/0/0/&
. See id. 0/0/0Y/&
. See id. 0]]^\{c} \|\ p38 c ``xC cac'x\|x c cac'y{c\{ ~a^
}{c]\ d\^{x \^}\]/&
. See id. 0/0/0Y/ 0dc\{c} ``^aZx C \| 5c^ 8^\^C a~ l~c]
~a^ <ax{Cw \| 5c^ 8^\^C a~ l~c] ~a^ p_[{]{\{ac( 6|caxa}C( c
Ma}{]\{]w c \| m|{^dc a~ \| Pa{c\ m|{~] a~ 8\~~ ~a^ ][| [c[\|a^{A []]/&
 . See id. 0/0/0/0/&
". See id. 0/0/0/0/ 0dy{c}  }ax a~ \| p38 ^Z{E `^a]] \a ]\a` p38
~^ad a`^\{c} a[\]{ a~ \|{^ c}}dc\ `^d\^] \a `^Zc\ [c{c\c
\\y]/&
. See id. 0/0/0/ 0~~{^d{c} \|\ p38 |^E^ c ]a~\E^  ]{}c
E{\| ]~\{]( c\{'\d`^ d|c{]d]( c {c~a^d\{ac ]][^c ]C]\d]/&
. See id. 0/0/0/ 0{c]{]\{c} \|\ \| |[dc'd|{c {c\^~ 
[c^]\cx( \|\ {\ `^aZ{] []~[x ~y ac \| p38 ]\\[]( c \|\ {\
`^aZ{] `^a[^] ~a^ \| a`^\a^ \a \a}}x p38 ~[c\{ac]/&
. See id. 0/0/&
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2. U.S. Army Review Policy
6| 5&8& p^dC ^Z{E `^a]] {] ``x{ \a p38 E`ac] ^Z{E]
{c {\{ac \a lal l{^\{Z """&" & 6| p^dC?] ^Z{E `^a]]
^_[{^] xx E`ac] [c^ Zxa`dc\ c `^a[^dc\ \a 
ac]{]\c\ E{\| []\ad^C xE& Qc \| p^dC?] ^Z{E `^a]]( 
P[} pZa\ Tc^x 0PpT/ a~~{^ aa^{c\] E{\| \| L\^{x
lZxa`^ d[x\{`x \{d] [^{c} Zxa`dc\ \a c][^ \|\ \|
E`ac {] x}x c \a ^{Z c]]^C {c~a^d\{ac a[\ \|
]C]\d& 6| L\^{x lZxa`^ {] D`\ \a `^aZ{ \| PpT
a~~{^ E{\|  }c^x ]^{`\{ac a~ \| E`ac( {\] d{]]{ac( c \a
ac[\ D`^{dc\] ac \| E`ac]? ~~\]& 6| PpT a~~{^
ac[\] \| ^Z{E \ xx ]\}]( c |] \| ^a [\|a^{\C \a ^_[]\
~[^\|^ x}x ^Z{E c {c~a^d\{ac \ x\^ ]\}] a~ Zxa`dc\ {~
d ``^a`^{\& 6| p^dC ^Z{E `^a]] xx] ~a^ cC E`ac
[c^ Zxa`dc\ a^ _[{]{\{ac \a  ][z\ \a x}x ^Z{E&
3. U.S. Navy Review Policy
6| 5&8& JZC?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] D`x{{\xC ^_[{^]
^Z{E{c} PpT a~~{^] \a c][^ \|\ \| W{c\c [] a~ ][|
E`ac] a^ ]C]\d] {] ac]{]\c\ E{\| ad]\{ c {c\^c\{acx
xE&B" M{y \| 5&8& p^dC ^Z{E `^a]]( E`ac] ^ ^Z{E
~a^ a\| Zxa`dc\ c {c{\{x `^a[\{ac& 6| JZC?]
. See generally 5&8& lV<?6 =U 6SV p:L( p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J '( :V4QV3
=U MVTpMQ6 =U 3Vp<=J8 5JlV: QJ6V:Jp6Q=JpM Mp3 0  / |^{c~\^ p:L
:VT5Mp6Q=J '&

. See id. 0/0/0Y/ 0x{]\{c} ]`{~{xxC \| ~axxaE{c} \^\{] \| S}[
macZc\{ac Ja& Q4 :]`\{c} \| ME] c m[]\ad] a~ 3^ ac Mc a~  "w \|
TcZ <^a\aax ac \| <^a|{{\{ac a~ \| 5] {c 3^ a~ p]`|CD{\{c}( <a{]aca[](
a^ a\|^ T]]( c a~ n\^{axa}{x L\|a] a~ 3^~^ a~  w c \|
macZc\{ac ac \| <^a|{{\{ac a~ \| lZxa`dc\( <^a[\{ac c 8\ay`{x{c} a~
n\^{axa}{x c 6aD{c 3`ac] c ac \|{^ l]\^[\{ac a~  /&
. See id. 0/0/0Y/&
. See id.
. See id. 0/0/0Y/&
 . See id. 0/&
". See 5&8& lV<?6 =U 6SV Jp4( 8Vm:V6p: =U 6SV Jp4 QJ86:5m6Q=J
"""&V( && :V4QV3 =U 6SV MVTpMQ6 =U 3Vp<=J8 5JlV: QJ6V:Jp6Q=JpM Mp3
pJl :V4QV3 U=: m=L<MQpJmV 3Q6S p:L8 m=J6:=M pT:VVLVJ68 && 0"/
|^{c~\^ 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm&
. See id. &&0/0/&

"
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E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] ]`{~{xxC xx] ~a^ \| PpT a~~{^ \a
ac]{^ ]Z^x ]`{~{ M=pm {]][]( {cx[{c} E|\|^ \|
E`ac []] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}( E|\|^ \| E`ac {]
{c{]^{d{c\ {c ~~\( c E|\|^ \|^ {]  ]`{~{ ^[x a~ xE a^
\^\C \|\ `^a|{{\] \| E`ac?] []&
6| PpT a~~{^ {] x{Z^  ad`x\ ]^{`\{ac a~ \| ]C]\d
{c addacxC [c^]\aa xc}[}& 6|{] ]^{`\{ac {cx[]
{c~a^d\{ac ][| ] \| E`ac?] `^\] x{]\w |aE \| E`ac ~[c\{ac]w
{\] ^_[{^ dcc{c} xZxw c E|\|^ \| E`ac {] ]x~'`^a`xx(
da[c\( \\| \a  `x\~a^d( a^ `a^\x& 6| E`ac?] ac`\
a^ d\|a a~ d`xaCdc\ {] x]a `^aZ{ c ][| {c~a^d\{ac d[]\
 \{x ca[}| \a D\xC ]^{ |aE \| E`ac E{xx  []&
Qc~a^d\{ac a[\ \| E`ac?] [^C c {\] {d`\ ac \| |[dc
aC c a\|^ d\^{x az\] {] \^c]d{\\& pcC ~[^\|^
{c~a^d\{ac( \]\{c} \( c `^\{cc\ acx[]{ac] ^ xEC]
Z{xx ~a^ \| PpT a~~{^?] ac]{^\{ac [^{c} \| ^Z{E&
4. U.S. Air Force Review Policy
6| 5&8& p{^ Ua^?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] x}\] \a  PpT
a~~{^ \| ^]`ac]{{x{\C \a c][^ \|\ xx E`ac] {c} Zxa`
a^ _[{^ ^ ac]{]\c\ E{\| M=pm c ad]\{ xE& PpT
a~~{^] ^ ][`^Z{] \a c][^ \|\ cE E`ac] ^ ^Z{E \ \|
W^x{]\ `a]]{x ]\}(B c \| PpT a~~{^ {] }{Zc {c~a^d\{ac
a[\ \| E`ac?] [^C c x\|x |^\^{]\{]& "

. See id. &&0/0/&
. See id. &&0/0/0Y/ 0~{x{\\{c} ^Z{E C ^_[{^{c} \| addc
{c{\{\{c} \| ^Z{E \a x{Z^  dda^c[d ^]]{c} \| E`ac?] `xcc []
c ~[c\{ac]/&
. See id. &&0/0/0/&
. See id. &&0/0/0/0/&
. See id. &&0/0/0/0/&
. See id. &&0/0/0/0Y/ 0]`{~C{c} \|\ E|c ac]{^{c}  E`ac?]
[^C( {\ d[]\  ad`^ \a ]{d{x^ E`ac] \|\ |Z x^C c ^Z{E/&
. See id. &&0/0/0/0/&
 . See 5&8& lV<?6 =U 6SV pQ: U=:mV( pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '"( MVTpM
:V4QV3 =U 3Vp<=J8 pJl mnV: mp<pnQMQ6QV8 &&& 0"/ 0ca\{c}  {~~^c\
`^a]] ~a^ 8`{x p]] <^a}^d] E`ac]( E|{| ^ ^Z{E {c aa^{c\{ac
E{\| \| Tc^x ma[c]x/ |^{c~\^ pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '"&
". See id. &&&

"
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5`ac \| PpT a~~{^?] ^_[]\( p{^ Ua^ `^]accx ^ ^_[{^ \a
`^aZ{ \| E`ac?] }c^x ]^{`\{ac( {\] {c\c []( c {\]
^]acxC c\{{`\ ~~\] a~ d`xaCdc\&  6| ]a` a~ 
E`ac?] ^]acxC c\{{`\ ~~\] a~ [] {cx[] xx ^xZc\
\]\]( ad`[\^ dax{c}( xa^\a^C ]\[{]( c \|c{x cxC]{]
\|\ c ac\^{[\ \a \| PpT a~~{^?] ]]]]dc\&  l[^{c} \|
^Z{E( \| PpT a~~{^ d[]\ ac]{^ E|\|^  ]`{~{ ^[x a~ xE
`^a|{{\] a^ ^]\^{\] \| E`ac?] []( E|\|^ \| E`ac []]
][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C( c E|\|^ \| E`ac {] {c{]^{d{c\ {c
~~\& 

QQQ& pJpM8Q8
6|{] maddc\ E{xx caE ``xC \| ~a[^ p^\{x  `^{c{`x] \a \|
p38 `ax{{] c E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] a~ \| 5&8& d{x{\^C
^c|] \a Zx[\ E|\|^ \|{^ p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]
ad`xC E{\| p^\{x ?] ^_[{^dc\]& 6|{] cxC]{] E{xx ac]{^ /
E|\|^ \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] ^_[{^ ^Z{E{c} a~~{^]
\a |y ~a^ E`ac `^a|{{\{ac] {c D{]\{c} \^\{] \a E|{| \| 5&8&
{]  `^\C c {c []\ad^C xE( / E|\|^ \|C ``xC \| `^a|{{\{ac
}{c]\ E`ac] []{c} [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} c ][`^~x[a[]
{cz[^C( / E|\|^ \|C ``xC \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ {c{]^{d{c\
E`ac]( c / E|\|^ \|C ``xC \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ E`ac]
\|\ [] xac}'\^d d} \a \| cZ{^acdc\&

p& p<<MQJT p:6QmMV  <:QJmQ<MV8 6= 5&8& p38 3Vp<=J8
:V4QV38
lal l{^\{Z """&" ][``xdc\] \| E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]
a~ \| 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c|] c }[{] \|d \|^a[}| p38 E`ac]
^Z{E]&  6|{] <^\ Zx[\] \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c
. See id. &&Y&&&
. See id.
. See id. &&Y&&&
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0Vcxa][^ /0/0Y/( supra ca\ 
0]\x{]|{c} Zxa`dc\x `ax{{]( ^]`ac]{{x{\{]( c }[{x{c] \a Za{
[c{c\c ac]_[c] \|\ Z{ax\ {c\^c\{acx xE/w see also 5&8& Jp4
:V4QV3 <=MQm &&( supra ca\ " 0`^]c\{c} \| }c^x E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]
a~ \| 5&8& JZC/w pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '" &&( supra ca\  0~[^c{]|{c}
\| 5&8& p{^ Ua^?] }c^x E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]/w p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J '

"
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p38 `ax{C ~a^ \|{^ ac]{]\cC E{\| p^\{x ?] `^{c{`x]&
1. Weapon-Specific Treaties or Customary Law Prohibitions or
Restrictions in the U.S. AWS Review Process
p] ^_[{^ C p^\{x ( | 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c|?] E`ac]
^Z{E `^a]] ]y] \| ^Z{E{c} PpT a~~{^] \a ac]{^ E|\|^
\|^ {]  E`ac] \^\C \a E|{| \| 5&8& {]  `^\C a^  ^[x a~
[]\ad^C xE \|\ `^a|{{\] p38 a^  dcc^ a~ p38 []&  V|
5&8& d{x{\^C ^c|?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] {] ad`x{c\ E{\| \|{]
^[x( E{\| | `^a]] ac\{c{c}  `^aZ{]{ac \|\ D`x{{\xC ^_[{^]
PpT a~~{^] \a c][^ \|\ \| E`ac c {\] {c\c [] ^
ac]{]\c\ E{\| 5&8& \^\C ax{}\{ac] ^}[x\{c} ]`{~{ E`ac]
c []\ad^C xE&  Ua^ Dd`x( \| 5&8& p^dC?] ^Z{E `ax{C
]`{~{xxC x{]\] \| `^{c{`x] a~ \| S}[ Q4 macZc\{ac ^]`\{c}
\| ME] c m[]\ad] a~ 3^ ac Mc( \| TcZ <^a\aax a~  (
c \| n{axa}{x 3`ac] macZc\{ac ] {c} Z{\x ^~^c
`a{c\] [^{c} E`ac] ^Z{E]&  lal l{^\{Z """&" {] x]a
ac]{]\c\ E{\| \|{] p^\{x  `^{c{`x( E{\| {\] }[{x{c] xx{c} ~a^
PpT a~~{^] \a ac]{^ \| p38 ad`x{c E{\| []\ad^C M=pm
c ]`{~{ E`ac] \^\{] \a E|{| \| 5&8& {]  `^\C&  mad{c(
\| 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c|]? E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c lal
l{^\{Z """&" c][^ \|\ ]`{~{ E`ac] \^\{] ``x{x \a
\| 5&8& c []\ad^C xE ^ ac]{^ [^{c} p38 E`ac]
^Z{E] ] ^_[{^ C p^\{x &

0/0/( supra ca\  0`^aZ{{c} \| 5&8& p^dC?] }c^x E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]
\|\ {] ``x{x \a xx E`ac]/&
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ "Y" 0x{]\{c} \| ac]c][] xdc\]
a~ c p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E cxC]{]( E|{| ac]{]\] a~ \| ^[x] ~^ad ]\`] ac
c \Ea {][]] aZ/&
. See, e.g.( p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J ' 0/0/( supra ca\  0dc{c} \|
ac]{]\cC a~ E`ac] [c^ Zxa`dc\ c `^a[^dc\ E{\| 5&8& ax{}\{ac]
[c^ xx ``x{x E`ac] \^\{] c []\ad^C xE/&
. See id.
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/( supra ca\  0^_[{^{c}
Z^{a[] xZx] a~ 5&8& d{x{\^C addc \a c][^ \|\ PpT a~~{^] ]]]] p38
ad`\{{x{\C E{\| xx ``x{x \^\{] \|\ ^ {c{c} ac \| 5&8&( \| xE a~ E^(
E`ac ]C]\d ]~\C ^[x]( c cC ``x{x ^[x] a~ c}}dc\/&
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2. The Prohibition Against Unnecessary Suffering and Superfluous
Injury in the U.S. AWS Review Process
6| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] ^_[{^ p38 \a ca\ []
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C(  ~[cdc\x ]`\ a~
p^\{x  ad`x{c& 6| 5&8& JZC?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] {]
\| acxC 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c| ^Z{E `^a]] \|\ D`x{{\xC ^_[{^] 
ac]{^\{ac a~ E|\|^ \| E`ac [c^ ^Z{E []] [cc]]^C
][~~^{c}&"" 6| 5&8& p^dC?] c 5&8& p{^ Ua^?] E`ac] ^Z{E
`^a]]] {d`x{{\xC d\ \|{] ^_[{^dc\ C ^_[{^{c} xx E`ac] \a
 ac]{]\c\ E{\| \| M=pm( `^\ a~ E|{| `^a|{{\] E`ac] \|\
[] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C&"
6| JZC?] ^Z{E `^a]] ^_[{^] \| JZC addc {c{\{\{c}
\| ^Z{E \a ]c \a \| ^Z{E{c} PpT a~~{^  dda^c[d E{\|
\| c]]^C {c~a^d\{ac a[\ \| E`ac?] ~[c\{ac]( {cx[{c} \|
E`ac?] ~{cx ``^aZ ac`\ a~ a`^\{ac&" nC ]c{c} \| PpT
a~~{^ xx a~ \| {c~a^d\{ac ]^{{c} \| E`ac?] `^\]( {\]
{c\c []]( {\] [^C( c \| xx{]\{] {c~a^d\{ac ac |aE {\
{d`\] \| |[dc aC( \| PpT a~~{^ E{xx |Z \| {c~a^d\{ac
c \a \^d{c E|\|^ \| E`ac []] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}
a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C {c {\] {c\c []&" 6|{] ^_[{^dc\ c][^]
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ " 0x{]\{c} \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\
E`ac] []{c} [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} c ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C ]  Z{\x {]][ {c
p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E]/w see also m|c}\( supra ca\ ( \  0d`|]{A{c}
\| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} c ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C?] {d`a^\c {c
E`ac] ^Z{E] ]  ]{ \cc\ a~ QSM( c ]`{xxC {c p38 p^\{x  ^Z{E](
x\|a[}| {\ ad] da^ {~~{[x\ \a ``xC \| `^{c{`x] \a p38/&
"". See 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/0/( supra ca\ " 0\| ^Z{E{c}
PpT a~~{^ d[]\ ac]{^ E|\|^ E`ac] [] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}
{]`^a`a^\{ac\ \a \|{^ d{x{\^C Zc\}/&
". See pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '" &&&( supra ca\  0D`x{{\xC xx{c}
~a^ ac]{^\{ac a~ E|\|^ \| E`ac {] x[x\ \a [] ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C {c
 dcc^ \|\ Z{ax\] 6| S}[ macZc\{ac Q4/w see also p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J '
 0/0/( supra ca\  0^_[{^{c} xx E`ac] [c^ Zxa`dc\ a^ _[{^
\|^a[}| `^a[^dc\ \a  ac]{]\c\ E{\| a\| []\ad^C xE c E`ac] \^\{]
\a E|{| \| 5&8& {]  `^\C/& p]  ~[cdc\x `^{c{`x a~ M=pm( {\ {] [cx{yxC \|\
\| 5&8& p{^ Ua^ c \| 5&8& p^dC a ca\ {c\}^\ \|{] ac]{^\{ac {c\a \|{^
]]]]dc\ a~  E`ac?] x}x{\C [c^ []\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE& m|c}\(
supra ca\ ( \  0W6| `^a|{{\{ac a~ E`ac] \|\ [] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}
{]  []\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE ^[x&B/&
". See 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/0/( supra ca\ "&
". See id. &&0/0/0/0Y/& Qc {\{ac \a \|{] ^_[{^ {c~a^d\{ac( \| JZC

"
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\|\ \| PpT a~~{^ c \^d{c E|\|^ \| p38 E{xx {cz[^
ad\c\] Cac d{x{\^{xC c]]^C xZx] a^ E{xx {xx}xxC \^}\
{c`{\\ a^ ][^^c^{c} ad\c\]& nxx{]\{] \]\{c} Ea[x
]|aE E|\|^ \| p38? [] cx]]xC {c^]] ][~~^{c}( c \|
p38? ]^{ [] c |x` \| PpT a~~{^ \^d{c E|\|^ \|
p38 |] \| \|c{x {x{\C \a {c\{~C Zx{ \^}\] c {~ \| p38?
{c\c [] D\c] \a ]{\[\{ac] E|^ ][| {]\{c\{ac] ^
c]]^C&
p38 ^{\{] a~\c ^}[ \|\ p38 E{xx  \|c{xxC [cx \a
{]\{c}[{]| \Ec {c`{\\ a^ ][^^c^{c} cd{] c
x}{\{d\ \^}\] c E{xx \|[] [] [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}&"
SaEZ^( ca \|c{x ^^{^ D{]\] \|\ dy] {\ {d`a]]{x ~a^ p38
\a  `^a}^dd \a ^a}c{A E|c ad\c\] ^ ]Z^xC {cz[^
a^ ][^^c^{c}& 8y`\{{]d a~ \| {x{\C a~ p38 pQ \a ac[\
][z\{Z cxC]{] {] E^^c\( [\ \|] \|c{x Eyc]]] a~ pQ
c  dc} \a ^[ \|{^ c}\{Z ~~\] C []{c} ~[x\
`^a}^dd{c} c ^~[xxC ^~\ ^[x] a~ c}}dc\&" p38 []
a[x x]a  x{d{\ \a ]`{~{ \\x~{x cZ{^acdc\] \|^C
d{c{d{A{c} ac^c] a[\ \|{^ {x{\C \a {]\{c}[{]| \Ec
{~~^c\ \C`] a~ |[dc \^}\]&"
lal l{^\{Z """&" ]|aE] |aE \| 5&8& d{x{\^C {c\c] \a
`^Zc\ p38 ~^ad []{c} [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[]
{cz[^C c `^aZ{] ][~~{{c\ ]~}[^] {~ \| `ax{C {] ^{}a^a[]xC
{d`xdc\ ] ]^{& lal l{^\{Z """&" ^_[{^] p38
addc dC x]a ]c cC {\{acx {c~a^d\{ac c \ E|{| a[x 
`^\{cc\ \a \| PpT a~~{^?] Zx[\{ac a~ cC M=pm {]][]& Id. &&0/0/0/0/&
". See M=8QJT S5LpJQ6( supra ca\ ( \ Y 0{][]]{c} |aE \^d{c{c}
d{x{\^C c]]{\C ^_[{^]  ][z\{Z cxC]{] a~ \| `^\{x ^_[{^dc\] a~ \|
`a\c\{x a[^] a~ \{ac c ]]]]dc\ a~ E|\|^ \| `a\c\{x a[^] a~ \{ac
D`a]] {Z{x{c] \a [c^]acx ^{]y]/&
". See m|^{]\a`|^ 6a]ca( “Friend of Humans”: An Argument for
Developing Autonomous Weapons Systems(  P& Jp6?M 8Vm& M& b <=M?  ( 
0"/ 0ycaEx}{c} \|\ pQ \|caxa}C |] ca\ ZaxZ \a \| ]\} E|^ p38
^ x \a ac[\ ad`xD ][z\{Z cxC]{]( [\ `a{c\{c} a[\ \|\ \|{] c 
aZ^ad C ^~[x ~[x\ `^a}^dd{c} c ^]\^{\{ac] ac \| [] a~ ~a^ []{c}
^[x] a~ c}}dc\/&
". See pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \  Y " 0{][]]{c} |aE [^^c\
E`ac] ]C]\d] ^ [cx \a ]\{d\ `a\c\{x |^d \a {Z{x{c] c \|\ E|{x
]ad p38 D{]\( \|{^ [] {] x{d{\ \a ac\D\] E|^ |[dc] ^ x \a aZ^^{
\|{^ a`^\{ac/&
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]{}c] \|\ xxaE p38 addc^] c a`^\a^] \a W^\{c
``^a`^{\ xZx] a~ |[dc z[}dc\ aZ^ \| [] a~ ~a^(B ] Exx
] p38 ]{}c] \|\ `^aZ{ \| `{x{\C \a a`^\a^] \a aZ^^{
p38 [] a~ ~a^ a^ ac\^ax E|c ~a^ {] []&" 6|{] \C` a~
aZ^]{}|\ ]C]\d {] ]{d{x^ \a \| aZ^]{}|\ ]C]\d] [^^c\xC [] {c
]ad 5&8& |{}|xC'[\ad\ E`ac] ]C]\d]( E|{| ^ ca\
ac]{^ \a  {xx}x [c^ QSM&" T{Z{c} ][| {]^\{ac \a 
|[dc a`^\a^ c][^] \|\ {cz[^ ad\c\] a ca\ cx]]xC
][~~^ \ \| |c] a~ p38( c \|\ ][^^c^{c} ad\c\] ^ ca\
\\y C p38 {c\xxC& mad{c E{\| \| \a}}x{c}
`{x{\{] ]^{ C lal l{^\{Z """&" ( a`^\a^] c
`^Zc\ p38 ~^ad []{c} [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} \a cdC
ad\c\] {~ p38 ``^ \a  ac \| Z^} Z{ax\{c} \| xE&"
6|^ ^ Zx{ ac^c] \|\ |[dc a`^\a^] d{}|\  [cx \a
^\ _[{yxC ca[}| \a `^Zc\ p38 ~^ad \\y{c} {cz[^ a^
][^^c^{c} ad\c\]&" 8ad p38 dC ca\ xxaE ~a^ |[dc
{c\^Zc\{ac \a \y `x ~a^ \| p38 \] [ \a \| p38? _[{y
^\{ac \{d a^ \| `^]c a~ d[x\{`x E`ac] ]C]\d] \|\ c
a`^\a^ Ea[x |Z \a ]{d[x\ca[]xC aZ^]& 6|^ {] x]a ]ad
ac^c{c} Z{c \|\ Zc {~ |[dc a`^\a^] c {c\^Zc \a
aZ^^{ p38 \{ac]( \|C d{}|\ ad `]C|axa}{xxC {]{cx{c
\a aZ^\[^c \| p38 {]{ac] [] \|C \^[]\ \| p38? z[}dc\
da^ \|c \|{^ aEc& px\|a[}| \|] `^axd] d{}|\ ]d \a
". See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/( supra ca\ &
". See Occ\| pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \  Y " 0dc\{ac{c} |aE
|[dc] ^ x \a aZ^^{ c ac\^ax \| a`^\{ac a~ p38 x{y \| 5&8 <\^{a\
c <|xcD ]C]\d] c Q]^x?] Q^ac lad d{]]{x ]C]\d/&
" . See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/( supra ca\  0xx{c} ~a^ \| ^\{ac
a~ `^a[^] \|\ xxaE p38 a`^\a^] \a \{Z\ c \{Z\ p38 ~[c\{ac]/&
". See pxxC]ac p& S[`\dc( Autonomous Weapons and the Law of Armed
Conflict(  LQM& M& :V4& "(  0"/ 0{][]]{c} |aE {\ dC  {d`a]]{x
~a^  |[dc a`^\a^ \a aZ^^{ c [\acada[] E`ac?] {]{ac] [] a~ 
|[dc?] ]xaE ^\{ac \{d c |{] a^ |^ {c{x{\C \a _[\xC dac{\a^ d[x\{`x
E`ac] ]{d[x\ca[]xC/&
. See id. 0]^{{c} \| 5&8& JZC?] m':pL [\acada[] ~c] ]C]\d c
ycaEx}{c} \|\ \| E`ac?] ~]\ ^\{ac \{d c d[x\{`x E`ac] dy {\
{~~{[x\ ~a^ |[dc a`^\a^] \a \y cC c]]^C a^^\{Z \{ac]/&
. See : m^aa\a~( The Killer Robots Are Here: Legal and Policy
Implications(  mp:l== M& :V4& ( " 0"/ 0{][]]{c} a`^\a^]?
`]C|axa}{x ^x[\c \a aZ^^{ p38? {]{ac] c Za\{c} ~a^ \| ^\{ac
a~ aZ^]{}|\ ]C]\d] \|\ c][^ p38 a`^\a^] |Z ``^a`^{\ ^]`ac] \{d] \a
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][}}]\ \|\ |[dc aZ^]{}|\ aZ^ p38 Ea[x ca\  ~~\{Z( \|]
`^axd] ^ \| ^][x\ a~ \| Eyc]]] {c ]`{~{ aZ^]{}|\
]C]\d]( ^\|^ \|c c {c][^da[c\x \|c{x ^^{^ `^Zc\{c} xx
|[dc aZ^]{}|\ a~ p38& Q\ {] ac{Zx \|\ c p38 aZ^]{}|\
]C]\d c  ^\ E|{| ^]]] \|{] Eyc]]( ~a^ Dd`x C
|Z{c}  `^]\ ~[x\ \a ac]{^ ][| `^]ac] ] {Z{x{c]&
lal l{^\{Z """&" d{c{d{A] \| `^a{x{\C a~ p38 []{c}
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C C x{d{\{c} \|{^ [] \a
]c^{a] a~ xax ~c] a~ dcc {c]\xx\{ac] c `x\~a^d] c
`^Zc\{c} p38 \^}\{c} a~ |[dc]& Qc \|] ]c^{a] {\ {] da]\xC
[cc]]^C ~a^ p38 \a |Z \| {x{\C \a {]\{c}[{]| \Ec
{cz[^ a^ ][^^c^{c} cdC ad\c\] c \\y{c} ~a]( ac a~
\| ~^_[c\xC ^{] ac^c] a[\ p38 ] {][]] aZ(
[] \| p38 \^}\] ^ ca\ |[dc& n[] a~ |[dc]?
Dx[]{ac ] Zx{ \^}\]( p38 Ea[x acxC c \a  x \a
^a}c{A {cad{c} `^az\{x]( E|{| {]  da^ \|c{xxC ^x{]\{
\]y( c \| {x{\C \a cxCA {~~^c\ \C`] a~ |[dc |Z{a^ a^
{cz[^C ]Z^{\C Ea[x  {^^xZc\&
U[^\|^( {c ][| ]{\[\{ac]( \|^ {]  xy a~ x\^c\{Z dc] \a
|{Z \| ]d d{x{\^C az\{Z]& Qc ]{\[\{ac] a~ xax ~c](
p38 `^aZ{ c {cZx[x c [c{_[ d{x{\^C Zc\} [ \a \|{^
]` c [^C& Qc \{d']c]{\{Z ]{\[\{ac] a~ xax ~c](
p38? |^\^{]\{] ][| ] ][`^{a^ \^}\{c} ]` c [^C
ac]{^ p38 \{ac]/&
. See 6a]ca( supra ca\ "( \ Y 0{][]]{c} |aE x\|a[}| \|
\|caxa}C |{c p38 |] ca\ Zxa` \a  `a{c\ E|^ p38 |Z \| {x{\C
\a Zx[\ \| ^]acxc]] a~ \|{^ \{ac]( d{x{\^C xEC^]( Zxa`^]( c
a`^\{acx `^a~]]{acx] ^ [^^c\xC Ea^y{c} ac \|{] {]][/&
& l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/0Y/( supra ca\  0WS[dc'][`^Z{]
p38 dC  [] \a ]x\ c c}} \^}\]( E{\| \| D`\{ac a~ ]x\{c}
|[dc] ] \^}\]& & & &B/&
. See m|c}\( supra ca\ ( \  0D`^]]{c} a[\ \|\ p38 E{xx  x
\a ^]acxC Zx[\ {~~^c\ \C`] a~ |[dc |Z{a^ c \| ]Z^{\C a~ 
`^]ac?] {cz[^{] c ^}[{c} \|\ acxC |[dc] c dy \|] Zx[\{ac]/&
. See id. 0x{]\{c} \| Z{x{x{\C a~ x\^c\{Z dc] ]  ~\a^ E|{| ]|a[x
 ac]{^ E|c dy{c}  \^d{c\{ac a~ E|\|^  E`ac Z{ax\] \|
`^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} c ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C/&
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/( supra ca\  0x{d{\{c} 5&8& p38 []
\a Wxax ~c] \a {c\^`\ \{d'^{\{x a^ ]\[^\{ac \\y]B }{c]\ cac'|[dc
\^}\]/&
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a[x  \| acxC `a]]{x EC \a ~c dcc {c]\xx\{ac] a^
`x\~a^d] ~^ad ^\{c \C`] a~ c}^]( ][| ] x^} c[d^] a~
{cad{c} `^az\{x] a^ a\|^ [\acada[] ]C]\d]& 6|] d\|a]
a~ [] ^ ]{d{x^ \a \| [^^c\ []] a~ ]Z^x |{}|xC'[\ad\
E`ac] ]C]\d] a~ \| 5&8& d{x{\^C x{y \| 5&8& <\^{a\ c <|xcD
c\{'d{]]{x ]C]\d]& 6|] E`ac] ^ [] {c cZx ~c]
cZ{^acdc\] }{c]\ a\|^ d|{c] E|^ \|^ ^ ~E ^{]y] \a
{Z{x{c]&" 6|] E`ac] ]C]\d] c ^}[xC  xx p38 c
\|C ]^Z ] Dd`x] a~ |aE ~[xxC p38 a[x  x}xxC [] \a
ac~^ac\ a\|^E{] {c][^da[c\x \|^\]& Qc \|] ]c^{a]( p38?
{cz[^{] Ea[x ca\  {]`^a`a^\{ac\ \a \|{^ d{x{\^C Zc\}](
c p38 [] Ea[x ca\ Z{ax\ \| ^[x }{c]\ [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}
c ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C& nC d{c\{c{c} ac\^ax] aZ^ c x{d{\{c}
p38 []( \| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c Za{
Z{ax\{c} \| [cc]]^C ][~~^{c} c ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C ^[x&
3. The Prohibition Against Indiscriminate Weapons in the U.S. AWS
Review Process
6| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\
~[c\{ac {c{]^{d{c\xC {c \|{^ {c\c []( ] p^\{x 
^_[{^]& 6| p{^ Ua^?] c JZC?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]
~{xxC ad`xC E{\| \|{] ^[x C D`x{{\xC ^_[{^{c} \|\ E`ac] ca\
 {c{]^{d{c\( E|{x \| p^dC?] ^Z{E `^a]] c][^]
ad`x{c C ^_[{^{c} \|\ E`ac]  ac]{]\c\ E{\| \|
[]\ad^C M=pm( E|{| {cx[] \| `^a|{{\{ac ac {c{]^{d{c\
E`ac]& 6|[]( \| 5&8& d{x{\^C ^c|]? E`ac] ^Z{E
. See pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \  " 0{][]]{c} \| [c{_[ d{x{\^C
c~{\] a~ [\ad\ E`ac]( E|{| ^ da^ `^{] \|c |[dc a`^\
E`ac]( c E|{| c ]]]]( x[x\( c ^]`ac da^ _[{yxC \|c |[dc]/&
Qc ~[\[^ \\x~{x cZ{^acdc\]( x{yxC {c^]] {c E`ac]? [\ad\{ac ][}}]\]
\|\ {c^] ^]`ac] \{d E{xx  Z{\x \a d{x{\^C ][]]& Id. \  "&
 . See id. \  Y " 0{][]]{c} \| 5&8& <\^{a\ c <|xcD c\{'d{]]{x
]C]\d]/&
". Id.
. See U^^c\ b Ua^( supra ca\ ( \ " 0x{]\{c} \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\
{c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] ]  ~[cdc\x xdc\ a~ p^\{x  ^Z{E]/&
. See 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/0/( supra ca\ " 0^_[{^{c}
ac]{^\{ac a~ E|\|^ \| E`ac c  ac\^axx ]a \|\ {\ c  {d \
xE~[x \^}\]/w see also pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '" &&&( supra ca\ 
0]y{c} PpT a~~{^] \a ac]{^ E|\|^ \| E`ac c  {^\ \ {c\{~{x
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`^a]]] d\ \|{] p^\{x  ^[x {\|^ D`x{{\xC( a^ {d`x{{\xC C
^_[{^{c} ad`x{c E{\| M=pm&
lal l{^\{Z """&" ~[^\|^ c][^] p38 ^ ca\ {c{]^{d{c\
{c ~~\& nC x{d{\{c} p38 \a ]{\[\{ac] a~ xax ~c]( lal
l{^\{Z """&" x{d{\] p38 \a \| ^] c]]^C \a ~c
dcc {c]\xx\{ac] c `x\~a^d]& 6|[]( [c^ 5&8& p38 `ax{C
p38 E{xx ca\  `xaC \a a~~c]{ZxC \^}\ |[dc] c ^
x{d{\ \a ]{\[\{ac] E|^ \|C x{yxC c  {^\ ]axxC }{c]\
Zx{ d{x{\^C \^}\] c Ea[x  [c^ |[dc ][`^Z{]{ac&
6| 5&8& p38 `ax{C?] ad`x{c E{\| \| ^[x }{c]\
{c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] {] `cc\ [`ac p38? \|c{x
`^~a^dc& pa^{c}xC( lal l{^\{Z """&" \y] ]{}c{~{c\
]\`] \a c][^ \|\ p38 `^~a^d ] D`\& lal l{^\{Z """&"
]y] \a c][^ \|\ p38 `^~a^d ] D`\ \|^a[}|  ]^{] a~

d{x{\^C az\{Z]( a^ {~ ca\( E|\|^ \| E`ac ~~\] {Z{x{c c d{x{\^C az\]
E{\|a[\ {]\{c\{ac/w p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J ' 0/0/( supra ca\  0D`\{c} PpT
a~~{^] \a c][^ cE E`ac] ^ ac]{]\c\ E{\| 5&8& E`ac] \^\C ax{}\{ac]
c []\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE/w m|c}\( supra ca\ ( \  0]^{{c} \|
`^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] ] {c} `^\ a~ []\ad^C {c\^c\{acx
xE/&
. See 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/0/( supra ca\ " 0]`{~{xxC
`^a|{{\{c} {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac]/w see also pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '"
&&&( supra ca\  0d`|]{A{c} \| c \a ^Z{E E|\|^  E`ac {]
{c{]^{d{c\ E|c \^d{c{c} {~ \| E`ac {] {c a^c E{\| {c\^c\{acx
xE c []\ad/w p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J ' 0/0/( supra ca\  0{d`x{{\xC
~a^{{c} {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] C ^_[{^{c} E`ac] \a  ac]{]\c\ E{\|
[]\ad^C {c\^c\{acx xE/&
& lal l{^\{Z """&" a] ca\ D`x{{\xC x{]\ \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\
{c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] ]  ~\a^ E|{| d[]\  ac]{^ [^{c} E`ac
^Z{E]( [\ ^\|^ {c{^\xC c][^] ad`x{c E{\| \| `^a|{{\{ac C x{d{\{c}
p38 [] \a ^\{c ]{\[\{ac]& See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/0Y/( supra
ca\  0x{d{\{c} ``^aZ p38 [] \a {^[d]\c] a~ ~c] a~ dcc
{c]\xx\{ac] c `x\~a^d]( E|{x cC a\|^ d\|a] a~ [] d[]\ [c^}a ]^[\{cC
C |{}| xZx lal a~~{{x]/&
. See id. 0/0/0/0Y/&
. See id. 0/0/0/0Y/& n]{] x{d{\{c} p38 [] \a acxC ^\{c ~c]{Z
]{\[\{ac]( p38 [] ~xx{c} a[\]{ a~ ][| ]{\[\{ac] d[]\  ``^aZ \E{ C \|
5c^ 8^\^C a~ l~c] ~a^ <ax{Cw \| 5c^ 8^\^C a~ l~c] ~a^
p_[{]{\{ac( 6|caxa}C( c Ma}{]\{]w c \| m|{^dc a~ \| Pa{c\ m|{~] a~
8\~~ [c^ \| ]d }[{x{c] [] {c \| \C`{x p38 ^Z{E `^a]]& See id.
0/0/&
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4b4 c 6bV }[{x{c]& px\|a[}| \| {^\{Z a] ca\ ~[xxC
D`x{c \| \{x] a~ \|] \]\{c} d\|a]( {\ a] ]^{ \|
cxC]{] a~ d^}c\ p38 |Z{a^] c ^`\ \]\{c} ~\^ cC
]C]\d da{~{\{ac] \a `^Zc\ \| }^\{ac a~ \| p38 ]~\C
~\[^]& 6|] \]\{c} d\|a] ^ dc\ \a ^]] ]ad a~ \|
ac^c] a[\ p38 x{y [cc\{{`\ d^}c\ |Z{a^ [] C
ad`xD a`^\{acx cZ{^acdc\]& nC ^_[{^{c} ^{}a^a[] |^E^
c ]a~\E^ 4b4 c a`^\{acx 6bV ] ac ]{d[x\{ac] a~ ^x
a`^\{acx cZ{^acdc\]( {\ ]d] x{yxC \|\ {c \| x{d{\ [\|a^{A
]{\[\{ac] a~ p38 [] ][| D\c]{Z \]\{c} a[x c][^ \|\ p38
\^}\{c} ]C]\d] a ca\ ~[c\{ac {c{]^{d{c\xC&" px\|a[}| ]ad
d{}|\ D`^]] ]y`\{{]d \|\ \]\{c} a[x `^Zc\ d^}c\
|Z{a^( a]{acx p38 ~{x[^] c ^^a^] Ea[x ca\ dy \|d
. See id. 0Vcxa][^ /0Y/ 0]\\{c} \|\ p38 ]C]\d] }a \|^a[}| ^{}a^a[]
]a~\E^ c \|caxa}C Zxa`dc\( cxC]{] a~ [cc\{{`\ |Z{a^( c
a`^\{acx c Zx[\{ac \]\{c} \a |x` ^[ c}^] a~ \| ]C]\d
dx~[c\{ac{c}/&
. See id. 6| [\ad\ ^}^]]{ac \]\{c} \aax] ^ \a  [] E|c `a]]{x
\a {c\{~C cC cE a`^\{c} ]\\] {c \| p38( c {~ cE a`^\{c} ]\\] ^
{c\{~{ \|c ~[^\|^ \]\{c} E{xx ]y \a [c^]\c \| ]C]\d?] ~\[^] {c \|
cE a`^\{c} ]\\]& See id. 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/& 5c^ \| `ax{C( |c}] \a \|
p38 ]\\ \^c]{\{ac d\^{D dC ^_[{^ ~axxaE'ac 6bV a~ \| E|ax ]C]\d& See
id. 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/0/&
 . See id. 0Vcxa][^ /0/ 0x{]\{c} 4b4 c 6bV ] \| \]\{c} d\|a] C
E|{| p38 d^}c\ |Z{a^ c  {c\{~{ c cxCA {c 5&8& p38
^Z{E]/&
". See id. 6|^ ^ d{\\ {~~{[x\{] {c c][^{c} \|\ \| ad`xD ]a~\E^
\|\ p38 Ea[x [] ^[c] ] {c\c( c p38 ^{\{] ^ ^{}|\xC ]y`\{x a~ \|
5&8& d{x{\^C?] {x{\C \a `^{\ |aE p38 ]a~\E^ E{xx {d`\ \|{^ |Z{a^& See
:Cc mxa( Robotics and the Lessons of Cyberlaw( " mpM& M& :V4& (  0"/
0D`x{c{c} \| {~~{[x\{] a~ `^{\{c} |aE ^aa\] E{xx |Z [] ^aa\] c
|Z Z^C {~~^c\xC ] ac ]dxx {~~^c] {c \|{^ ]a~\E^ c a/& p
]ax[\{ac ^| C pQ dC  [c~a^]x \a |[dc] [] {\ {] `^a[ C 
`^a]] \|\ ][]\c\{xxC Z{\] ~^ad |[dc a}c{\{Z `^a]]]& See e.g.(
L\\|E 8|^^( Regulating Artificial Intelligence Systems: Risks, Challenges,
Competencies, and Strategies(  Sp:4& P&M& b 6VmS& ( Y 0"/
0{c\{~C{c} |^\^{]\{] a~ pQ \|\ `a] `^\{[x^ |xxc}] \a \| {c\^c\{acx
x}x ]C]\d( ]`{xxC ca\{c} \| {]][] a~ ~a^]{x{\C c ac\^ax aZ^ pQw
D`^\] d[]\ ^]] \|] {]][] daZ{c} ~a^E^/&
. See pxc 8|[xx^( At the Crossroads of Control: The Intersection of
Artificial Intelligence in Autonomous Weapons Systems with International
Humanitarian Law(  Sp:4& Jp6?M 8Vm& P&  (   0"/ 0^}[{c} \|\ Zc
\aC?] ad`[\^] |Z ]a dcC x{c] a~ a \|\ \| {c\{~{\{ac a~ ~\] {]
{d`^\{x a^ {d`a]]{x( dy{c} {\ {] x^ \|\ \]\{c} E{xx ca\ }[^c\ p38?
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{c{]^{d{c\ {c ~~\w E`ac] ]C]\d] d[]\ ca\ xEC] ~[c\{ac ]
D`\( c a]{acx dx~[c\{ac{c} a~ p38 Ea[x ca\ Z{ax\
\| ^[x& 8a xac} ] \|] \]\{c} `^a[^] ]\x{]| \|\ \| p38
{] ca\ {c{]^{d{c\ {c {\] ca^dx []( \|c \| ^Z{E `^a]] c 
ad`x{c\ E{\| p^\{x &
4. The Prohibition Against Severe, Long-Term, & Widespread
Environmental Damage in the U.S. AWS Review Process
6| 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c c][^ \|\ p38 a
ca\ [] xac}'\^d( E{]`^( a^ ]Z^ d} \a \| c\[^x
cZ{^acdc\ {c ac\^Zc\{ac a~ p^\{x & 6| 5&8& p^dC?] E`ac]
^Z{E `^a]] ^_[{^] PpT a~~{^] \a c][^ \|\ E`ac] a ca\
Z{ax\ []\ad^C xE( D`x{{\xC dc\{ac{c} \^\{] `^a|{{\{c} \aD{
c `a{]aca[] E`ac]& 6| 5&8& JZC?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]
`^aZ{] cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] C ^_[{^{c} E`ac]?
ac]{]\cC E{\| \| M=pm( a~ E|{| cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] ^ 
`^\& 6| 5&8& p{^ Ua^?] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] x]a ^_[{^]
|Z{a^ {] `^{\x/& But see pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \   0a[c\^{c}
]{d{x^ ^}[dc\] E{\| \| ^]`ac] \|\ Zc {~ ca\ xx a~  ]a~\E^?] `^a}^dd{c}
{] [c^]\aa(  }c^x [c^]\c{c} a~ \| ]C]\d?] a`^\{c} `^d\^]( {\]
}c^x `{x{\{]( c {\] x{d{\\{ac] c ]\{xx  [c^]\aa/& pc^]ac \ x&
d`|]{A \| xE?] ~a[] ac \| Zx[\{ac a~ E|\|^ \| E`ac {] {c|^c\xC
[cxE~[x c \| ac[\ a~ \| p38 addc^ a^ a`^\a^& See pc^]ac \ x&(
supra ca\ ( \  &
. See m|c}\( supra ca\ ( \  0^}[{c} \|\ \| E|{x \| ^[x a]
``^ \a `^a|{{\ {c{]^{d{c\ E`ac] {c ]ad {c]\c]( {\ a] ca\ c]]^{xC
`^a|{{\ E`ac] \|\ ^ ^c^ {d`^{] C [c~a^]x ]C]\d
dx~[c\{ac{c} a^ ^ac~{}[^\{ac a~  ]C]\d/&
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/0Y/( supra ca\ 
0]^{{c} ^axC \| 4b4 c 6bV }[{x{c] {c 5&8& p38 E`ac] ^Z{E]/w
8|d{\\ b 6|[^c|^( supra ca\ ( \  0Wpc [\acada[] E`ac ]C]\d acxC
Z{ax\] \| `^a|{{\{ac }{c]\ E`ac] {c`x a~ {c} {^\ \  xE~[x
\^}\ {~ \|^ ^ ca {^[d]\c]( }{Zc {\] {c\c []( {c E|{| {\ c  []
{]^{d{c\xC&B/&
. See p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J ' 0/0/0Y/( supra ca\  0x{]\{c}( ~a^
Dd`x( \| TcZ <^a\aax ac \| <^a|{{\{ac a~ \| 5] {c 3^ a~ p]`|CD{\{c}(
<a{]aca[]( a^ a\|^ T]]( c a~ n\^{axa}{x L\|a] a~ 3^~^ a~   c
\| macZc\{ac ac \| <^a|{{\{ac a~ \| lZxa`dc\( <^a[\{ac c 8\ay`{x{c}
a~ n\^{axa}{x c 6aD{c 3`ac] c ac \|{^ l]\^[\{ac a~  /&
. See 5&8& Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/0Y/( supra ca\ " 0{][]]{c}
|aE \| JZC Dd{c] E|\|^ \|^ {]  ^[x a~ {c\^c\{acx xE a^ []\ad^C
{c\^c\{acx xE `^a|{{\{c} \| [] a~ c p38/w see also pc\a{c na[Z{^(

 "
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PpT a~~{^] \a c][^ xx E`ac]? ad`x{c E{\| \| M=pm c
[]\ad^C QSM( c][^{c} cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac]& 6|[]( \| 5&8&
d{x{\^C ^c|]? E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] {d`x{{\xC `^aZ{
cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] [^{c} ^d ac~x{\ C ^_[{^{c}
E`ac]? ac]{]\cC E{\| \| M=pm&
3{\| ]`{~{ ^}^ \a p38( lal l{^\{Z """&" ?] `^aZ{]{ac]
a[x c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\ {c~x{\ xac}'\^d d} ac \|
cZ{^acdc\& lal l{^\{Z """&" D`x{{\xC ^_[{^] \| ^Z{E a~
p38 ad`x{c E{\| \| M=pm( [c^ E|{| ]ad cZ{^acdc\x
`^a\\{ac] ^ {cx[& 6|] []\ad^C cZ{^acdc\x ^[x] \
\a `^a\\ a\| \| c\[^x cZ{^acdc\ c \| |x\| {c\^]\] a~
{\{Ac] {c \| cZ{^acdc\& l[^{c}  ^Z{E {\ Ea[x  `a]]{x \a
c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\ |Z \aD{ ad`acc\] \|\ [] xac}'\^d
d} \a \| cZ{^acdc\( E|{| ac]\{\[\]  ]{}c{~{c\ ]`\ a~
\|] cZ{^acdc\x ac^c]& 6| a`^\{acx ^_[{^dc\ \|\
p38 d[]\ Wad`x\ c}}dc\] {c  \{d~^d ac]{]\c\ E{\|
addc^ c a`^\a^ {c\c\{ac] c( {~ [cx \a a ]a( \^d{c\
c}}dc\](B a[x c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\ ~[c\{ac {c  EC \|\
~~\{ZxC `^Zc\] cacad\c\] [] a~ \| cZ{^acdc\( {c 
dcc^ ]{d{x^ \a xc d{c]( E|{| `^Zc\ c ^?] [] [ \a \|
c}^ \|C `a]&" 6a}\|^( | 5&8& ^c|]? E`ac] ^Z{E
`^a]] c \| 5&8& p38 `ax{C c c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\ []
xac}'\^d cZ{^acdc\x d}& =Z^xx( cxC]{] a~ \| 5&8&
Protection of the Natural Environment in Time of Armed Conflict( QJ6?M :V4& :Vl
m:=88 Ja&  0 / 0dc\{ac{c} |aE `^aZ{]{ac] `^aZ{{c} cZ{^acdc\x
`^a\\{ac] {c d[x\{`x ]]a^\ {c\^c\{acx \^\{] ^ caE {cx[ {c
{c\^c\{acx []\ad^C xE/&
. See pQ: U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '" &&&( supra ca\  &
. See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0Vcxa][^ /0/0/0/( supra ca\ w see also
na[Z{^( supra ca\  0^}[{c} \|\ cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] |Z ad `^\
a~ []\ad^C M=pm/&
. See na[Z{^( supra ca\ &
 . See P[]\{c Lmxxxc( The Review of Weapons in Accordance with Article
36 of Additional Protocol I(  QJ6?M :V4& :Vl m:=88  ( " 0""/ 0]\\{c} \|\
\| d{c ^ a~ cZ{^acdc\x ac^c {c p^\{x  E`ac] ^Z{E] Ea[x x{yxC
^ZaxZ ^a[c \aD{ E`ac ad`acc\] E|{| a[x ac\d{c\ \| cZ{^acdc\
~a^  `^{a a~ C^]/&
". See l=l lQ:Vm6Q4V """&" 0/0/0/( supra ca\ w see also na[Z{^( supra
ca\  0[]{c} \| Dd`x a~ [cD`xa d{c] c `^az\{x] ac 33Q c
33QQ \\x~{x] ] c Dd`x a~ E`ac] dy{c} c cZ{^acdc\ c}^a[] c
[c~{\ ~a^ [x\{Z\{ac/&

"
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E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] c p38 `ax{{] ]|aE] \|\ \| 5&8& p38
E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] c d\ \| ^_[{^dc\] a~ p^\{x  c
][``a^\ \| ]\x{]|dc\ a~ c {c\^c\{acx ]\c^&

Q4& :Vm=LLVJlp6Q=J8
Q\ {] {~~{[x\ \a Zx[\ \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] E{\|
`^~\ ^\{c\C [] \| ]c]{\{Z c\[^ a~ \| {c~a^d\{ac
{cZaxZ []]  xy a~ \^c]`^cC& SaEZ^( }{Zc \|
{c~a^d\{ac \|\ \| 5&8& |] `[x{xC ^x]( ]Z^x
^addc\{ac] c  d \a ^{c} \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E
`^a]]] {c\a }^\^ ad`x{c E{\| \| p^\{x  {c\^c\{acx
^Z{E ]\c^&

p& 86:=JTV: VJ4Q:=JLVJ6pM <:=6Vm6Q=J8
6| 5&8& ]|a[x `^aZ{ da^ D`x{{\ `^a\\{ac] \a \| c\[^x
cZ{^acdc\ {c {\] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] \a c][^ \|{^
ad`x{c E{\| \| p^\{x  ]\c^& 6| 5&8& a] ca\ D`x{{\xC
dc\{ac cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] {c {\] E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]](
c cC ac]{]\cC E{\| \|{] p^\{x  ^_[{^dc\ ]\d] ~^ad \|
5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]? `^aZ{]{ac] ^_[{^{c} ad`x{c E{\|
[]\ad^C xE& 6| []\ad^C xE ]\\[] a~ \|{] p^\{x 
^_[{^dc\ {] x]] x^ [\ \|c \| a\|^] {c ]\`] ac c \Ea( c
\| 5&8& |] D`^]] ]y`\{{]d \|\ D\c]{Z c\[^x
cZ{^acdc\x `^a\\{ac] ^  `^\ a~ \| []\ad^C xE& Qc a^^
\a c][^ }^\^ ad`x{c E{\| \| p^\{x  ]\c^( \| 5&8&
E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] ]|a[x ^a}c{A cZ{^acdc\x
`^a\\{ac] ] `^\ a~ \| []\ad^C xE c ]`{~{xxC {cx[
`^aZ{]{ac] \|\ D`x{{\xC ^_[{^ ^Z{E{c} d{x{\^C xEC^] \a |y
c c][^ p38 `^\] ^ cac'\aD{ c \|\ \|{^ {c\c d\|a]
a~ [] E{xx ca\ [] xac}'\^d cZ{^acdc\x d}&

. See 5&8 Jp4 :V4QV3 <=MQm &&0/0/( supra ca\ "w see also pQ:
U=:mV QJ86:5m6Q=J '" &&&( supra ca\  w p:L :VT5Mp6Q=J '
0/0/( supra ca\ &
. See 5&8& Mp3 =U 3p: LpJ5pM N&"&&( supra ca\ "&
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n& 8SQU6QJT 6SV lVnp6V =J p38 :VT5Mp6Q=J U:=L S5LpJ
m=J6:=M Q885V8 6= 8=U63p:V 6V86QJT
3|c ac]{^{c} {\] p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] \| 5&8&
]|a[x ]|{~\ EC ~^ad \] ^}^{c} \| ``^a`^{\ xZx a~
|[dc aZ^]{}|\ c ac\^ax aZ^ \| p38 c ~a[] da^ ac
]a~\E^ \]\{c}& 3|{x \| 5&8& |] x^C d ]]c\{x ~~a^\] \a
}[^c\ \|\ p38 E{xx ^d{c ac\^axx C |[dc]( \| da^
\|c{xxC |xxc}{c} ^ a~ ]a~\E^ \]\{c} |] ca\ c ]
\|a^a[}|xC x\ E{\|& LcC a~ \| d{x{\^C Zc\}] a~ p38 Ea[x
ad ~^ad \|{^ |Z{c} da^ [\ad\{ac c x]] |[dc aZ^]{}|\&
n[] pQ E{xx x{yxC c \a  [\{x{A \a xxaE p38 \a ^| \|{^
~[xxC [\acada[] `a\c\{x( {\ {] {d`a^\c\ \a c][^ \|\ \|{] ]a~\E^
c  ^{}a^a[]xC \]\ \a dy p38 \{ac] ] ~a^]x c
ac\^axxx ] `a]]{x&
p E`ac] ^Z{E ~a^ p38 d[]\ ]|aE \|\ \| p38 c 
^]acxC D`\ \a \\y \^}\] \|\ |[dc] |Z \^d{c ^
Zx{& 6| yC \a ac\^axx{c} p38 {] c][^{c} \|\ \|C ^ }{Zc
\]y] \|\ \|C c ^]acxC  D`\ \a `^~a^d& Q ^addc
 []~[x ~^dEa^y ~a^ Zxa`{c} c []{c} p38( Zxa` C
pxc 8|[xx^( \|\ xxaE] p38 \a ^d{c ac\^axxx E|{x x]a
d{c\{c{c} d{c{dx xZx] a~ |[dc aZ^]{}|\( E|{| a[x  c
~~\{Z EC \a ac]{^ \| `^axd a~ p38& pa^{c} \a 8|[xx^(
E|{x Zxa`{c} c ^Z{E{c} p38( \| ^xZc\ Z^{x] c p38
c D`\ \a ca[c\^ {c c [c^\{c cZ{^acdc\ ]|a[x 
\xa}[& =c \|] Z^{x] |Z c \^d{c( \|c \|
Z^{x] \| p38 c  D`\ \a a]^Z \|\ ^ x]a ^xZc\ \a
. See pc^]ac \ x&( supra ca\ ( \  Y " 0]^{{c} |aE [\acadC
`^aZ{] p38 E{\| ]` c [^C/&
. See 8|^^( supra ca\ "( \ &
. See 8|[xx^( supra ca\ ( \  0^}[{c} \|\ E|{x {\ {] {d`a^\c\ ~a^ 
|[dc \a dy \| \^d{c\{ac \|\  \^}\ {]  Zx{ d{x{\^C az\{Z( {\ {] \|
\]\{c} c ]{}c a~ p38 \|\ {] \| yC \a \|{^ x}x{\C/&
. See id. \ &
. See id. 0]\^]]{c} \|\ [] p38 E{xx x{yxC  \|c{xxC [cx \a
a[c\ ~a^ xx \\x~{x Z^{x] {\ {] ^[{x E|c `^a}^dd{c} p38 \a `^{a^{\{A
\| ^a}c{\{ac a~ cC cZ{^acdc\x ~\a^] \|\ ^ `^\{[x^xC ^xZc\ ~^ad c
QSM `^]`\{Z/&

"
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QSM d[]\  ~{c& M]\ {]  \^d{c\{ac a~ E|{| a~ \|
a]^Zx c QSM'^xZc\ Z^{x] \| p38 c ca[c\^ E{xx 
~~\ C \| p38 pQ ]C]\d& U^ad \|{] Zx[\{ac  da^ x{d{\
]\ a~ Z^{x] c  {c\{~{ \|\ c  `^a}^dd \a Zx[\
\| `^a{x{\C a~ ^\{c a[\ad] ad`^ \a \| D`\ [\{x{\C a~
`^\{[x^ \{ac]&" nC c][^{c} \|\ p38 a`^\ {c  dcc^ \|\
{] ~a^]x c ac\^axxx(  x^}^ d`|]{] ac ]a~\E^ \]\{c}
{c \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] E{xx {c^] \| `^a{x{\C \|\
{\] p38 ^ ad`x{c\ E{\| \| `^a|{{\{ac] ac [cc]]^C ][~~^{c}(
][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C( c {c{]^{d{c\ \\y]( c \|[] {c^] \|
E`ac ^Z{E `^a]]]? ac]{]\cC E{\| \| p^\{x  ]\c^&

m& QJm:Vp8Vl U=m58 =J 8Q65p6Q=JpM :V86:Qm6Q=J8 U=: p38
58V
6| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c `ax{C ]|a[x `x ~[^\|^
d`|]{] [`ac ]{\[\{acx x{d{\\{ac] ac p38 []& n[] p38
dC \ [c`^{\xC {c ]ad cZ{^acdc\] [ \a \|c{x
Eyc]]]( \| x}x{\C a~ p38 {] |{}|xC `cc\ [`ac \|
cZ{^acdc\ {c E|{| \| p38 ^ ]c\ \a a`^\& p38 ^
]`{~{xxC `^a}^dd \a  ^]acxC D`\ \a a`^\ {c 
^\{c cZ{^acdc\ c `xaC{c} c p38 {c\a c cZ{^acdc\ \|\
{\ {] [c_[{`` \a cZ{}\ [ \a  xy a~ [c^]\c{c} a[\ \|
p38? x{d{\\{ac] a[x [] [c`^{\x p38 |Z{a^ c
`a\c\{x x{{x{\C ~a^ {\] \{ac]& 6a c][^ \|\ p38? |Z{a^ {] ]
`^{\x ] `a]]{x( \|{^ [] c] \a  |{}|xC ^}[x\ c
x{d{\ \a \| cZ{^acdc\] {c E|{| \|C E^ ]{}c c
`^a}^dd \a a`^\& 6|] a`^\{c} cZ{^acdc\] ]|a[x 
cZ{^acdc\] E|^ \| p38? \|c{x `{x{\{] c 
^]acxC D`\ \a  ][]]~[x&
p `^a[^x ]C]\d E|^ p38 [\|a^{A\{ac {] ][z\ \a
d[x\{`x xZx] a~ ^Z{E C \|a] E|a ^ {c\{d\xC ~d{x{^ E{\| \|
. See id.
 . See id.
". See id.
. See 8|d{\\ b 6|[^c|^( supra ca\ ( \ " 0ca\{c} \|\ \| ^]`ac]{{x{\C
~a^ ``^a`^{\ p38 [] E{xx xEC] ^d{c E{\| \| p38 |[dc a`^\a^] c
addc^]( ]a \|\ d{][] a~ \| p38 E{xx  `cc\ [`ac \|{^ {]{ac] \a
[] p38 {c ^\{c cZ{^acdc\]/&
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`{x{\{] c x{d{\\{ac] a~ \| ]`{~{ p38 Ea[x  {x c
Ea[x |x` c][^ \|\ p38 ^ [] {c  x}x dcc^& n[] ][|
 ]C]\d a[x  d{c{]\^\{ZxC [^c]ad c d{x{\^{xC
[c^x{]\{( {\ a[x  x{d{\ \a ]{\[\{ac] a~ ~[\[^ a~~c]{Z p38
[] E|^ addc^] d{}|\  da^ x{yxC \a d{]z[} \|
`{x{\{] a~ \| p38 \a \ xE~[xxC {c  }{Zc cZ{^acdc\& nC
D`x{{\xC x{d{\{c} p38 [] \a ]{\[\{ac] E|^ p38 c  D`\
\a  ][]]~[x( \| 5&8& E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c  da^
ac]{]\c\ E{\| p^\{x ?] `^a|{{\{ac] }{c]\ [cc]]^C
][~~^{c}( ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^C( c {c{]^{d{c\ \\y]&

4& m=JmM58Q=J
pcxC]{] a~ \| `[x{xC Z{xx 5&8& p38 `ax{{] c E`ac]
^Z{E `^a]]] ]|aE] \|\ \| 5&8& c d\ \| ^_[{^dc\] a~
p^\{x  a~ p< Q \a \| TcZ macZc\{ac]& px\|a[}| \| 5&8& {]
ca\  ]{}c\a^C \a \| p< Q( {\] D\c]{Z E`ac] ^Z{E `^\{] c
\|{^ ac]{]\cC E{\| p^\{x ?] ^_[{^dc\] dy \| 5&8& \ x]\
^}[xC ad`x{c\ E{\| p^\{x & mad{c( \| 5&8& p38 `ax{C
c E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] c c][^ \|\ p38 a ca\ Z{ax\
D{]\{c} E`ac] \^\{] a^ []\ad^C xEw \|\ p38 a ca\ []
[cc]]^C ][~~^{c} a^ ][`^~x[a[] {cz[^Cw \|\ p38 ^ ca\
{c{]^{d{c\w c \|\ p38 a ca\ [] xac}'\^d( E{]`^( c
]Z^ d} \a \| c\[^x cZ{^acdc\& Q~ \| 5&8& {d`^aZ] {\]
E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] C D`x{{\xC `^a\\{c} \| c\[^x
cZ{^acdc\( ~a[]{c} da^ ^]a[^] ac ]a~\E^ \]\{c}( c
^{}a^a[]xC ^Z{E{c} \| \^{c{c} c ac`\] a~ [] ~a^ p38( \|c
{\ {] `a]]{x ~a^ {\] p38 E`ac] ^Z{E] \a `]] \| d[]\^ a~ c
p^\{x  ^Z{E& 6|] acx[]{ac] ^ ac{\{acx( |aEZ^( ac \|
5&8& ~axxaE{c} {\] `[x{ ]\c] ac p38 []& n[] d[| a~ \|
cxC]{] {c \|{] maddc\ {] ] [`ac ]][d`\{ac] \|\ \| 5&8& E{xx
~axxaE {\] `ax{C ]\\dc\] {c `^\{( Z{\{ac ~^ad \|] `ax{C
]\\dc\] c ^Z{E `^a]]] a[x ^][x\ {c p38 \|\ Ea[x ca\
`]] p^\{x ?] ^_[{^dc\]&
5&8& ad`x{c E{\| p^\{x ?] `^aZ{]{ac] {] Z{\x ~a^ \|
]\x{]|dc\ a~ c {c\^c\{acx ]\c^ \|\ ~~\{ZxC ^}[x\]
p38& p^\{x ?] `^aZ{]{ac] a{~C ]Z^x a~ \| ~[cdc\x ^[x]
a~ QSM {c\a  E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]] ~^dEa^y( ]a \|\ ad`x{c
E{\| p^\{x ?] `^aZ{]{ac] Ea[x ^~x\ \| {x{\C a~ p38 \a 
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[] ac]{]\c\xC E{\| \| ~[cdc\x ca^d] a~ QSM& Q~ p38 ^
}a{c} \a  []( {\ {] ^[{x \|\ \|{^ [] ~{\] E{\|{c \|] QSM ca^d]&
mad`x{c E{\| p^\{x  {] \|[] c]]^C \a ]\x{]| c
{c\^c\{acx ]\c^ ~a^ p38 ^}[x\{ac \|\ `\] \| da^c xE]
a~ E^ \a E`ac] a~ \| ~[\[^&
Q\ {] a~ \| [\da]\ {d`a^\c ~a^ p38 E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]]
\a  ]`{~{xxC \{xa^ \a d\ \| |xxc}] a~ p38& n[] a~
D`\ }^aE\| {c p38 \|caxa}C {c \| ~[\[^ c \| ]{}c{~{c\
d{x{\^C c~{\] \|\ ][| E`ac] E{xx `^aZ{( {\ {] x{yxC \|\ ]ad
a[c\^{] E{xx \\d`\ \a [] p38& 3{\| ][| E`ac] c\^{c} \|
\\x~{x( {\ {] Z{\x ~a^ \| 5&8&( ]  ~a[c\{acx ][``a^\^ c
Za\ a~ QSM( \a `^a\{ZxC ]|` \| {c\^c\{acx x}x ca^d]
][^^a[c{c} p38 [] ]a \|\ \|{^ {c\^a[\{ac \a \| \\x~{x a]
ca\ [c^d{c {c\^c\{acx xE& m^\{c}( {d`xdc\{c}( c ]|^{c}
E`ac] ^Z{E `^a]]] \|\ c][^ \|\ p38 ^ ac]{]\c\ E{\|
{c\^c\{acx xE {]  EC ~a^ \| 5&8& \a ]|` \ada^^aE?] \\x~{x
\aC&

